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jome folk of the First District
fed out by the thousands at
jray Saturday afternoon to
honor to their favorite son
lidate for the Democratic
[ination for Governor
and
Harry Lee Waterfield solpledge to be "the servant
the people of Kentucky,"
is nominated and elected.
|o man can serve two mastthe Hickman county newsjman-farmer declared," and
Lve chosen throughout my
: career to serve the people
ly State".
[come to you with definite
ges and a program for the
ovement of Kentucky and
happiness of Kentuckians
can leave no doubt in
| minds about where I stand
great issues of the day
j>c:u)d". Waterfield said.
• will not desert you to seek
ler office and I promise to
[full-time servant, not hin| by political considerations
hot strangled by unbecomfmbition for personal adge. I shall set my heart,
ands and my honor to the
Ithat lies ahead for greater
Icement in governmental
Ws and I shall covet only
pproval that my record will
l"
inent Democrats from
I of the nine State congresdistricts reported to the
wd that the swing to Watall over Kentucky is prod and growing daily, as
ade brief talks before the
ate began his speech. Surly large delegations were
t from far distant towns
unties, all the way to the
ndy and the southeastern
border, as well as from
e northern Kentucky.
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cd State Aid For
unity Hospitals

m

special interest to the
Iton delegation, and to
others in the crowd, was
lield's pledge to sponsor a
id of hospitals program,
oration with the federal
[rton bill. He said he
lease turn to page six)
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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, June 19,

aior Life Guard class will
ducted by the Rev. David
^rr, instructor in the Red
rater Safety program, beMonday J^ine 23. Swim[lessons at the Kuttawa
pool are free. Mr. Schulcontributing his service
^lunteer. Persons 17 years
nore who are swimmer,
| good health, are eligible,
jited number can enroll in
j»o those interested should
• either Prof. C. A. Horn,
H sa fety chairman, Rev.
(Schulherr, instructor, or
at the local Red Cross
|t once.
Red Cross Safety tips
pnmers are: Learn how
I before you take to the
fake it easy. Don't try
the lake the first time
vater. Remember, 7000
Bs occurred
between
I August, 1946. In 1847,
*ppen again, somewhere,
|t. and it will have been
We, as it was in 1946.

Democrats Out-Register
Republicans 4 To 1
Democrats
outnumbered
Republicans almost four to
one in the registration period which ended last week,
County Clerk Philip Stevens
said this week. Totals were:
Democrats, n e w registrations, 139;
transfers, 146;
Republicans, new registrations, 41; transfers, 38. Books
are now dosed, until after
the August primary, but will
be reopened Aug. 12, for a
period of 23 days, Mr. Stevens said.

Princetonian Shot
At Roadhouse
Ray Lloyd Scott, 2 4 ,
Reported In Critical
Condition

Ray Lloyd Scott, 24, Caldwell
county, was reported in a critical condition at Outwood Hospital, near Dawson Springs, Tuesday after being shot in the head
at 3 o'clock Sunday afternoon at
a roadhouse, said to be operated
by Ralph Oldham, in the Menser
Schoolhouse section, two miles
east of Dawson Springs.
Sheriff Ras P. Gilliand said
he had been told Scott was shot
by
Arthur
Benton,
Dawson
Springs, who fled following the
incident.
Scott was shot in the back of
the head, the bullet emerging
near the right temple, with a
.45 calibre revolver. The shooting followed an argument, it
was said.
Benton was indicted by the
May Hopkins grand jury on a
charge of carrying a concealed
deadly weapon and is on $500
bond, awaiting trial.

Kiwanis Softball
League Starts Play
The Kiwanis Softball League
opened Monday night, with a
schedule which provides for two
games each Monday and Thursday night for 10 weeks. Dr. J.
J. Rosenthal
said Wednesday.
Next game will be played Thursday night, June 19, in Butler
High Stadium. Kiwanis members have season tickets for sale
and proceeds will go to the club's
charity fund.

Pigs Profit Hospital
Fynd $55, Presler Says
\jTwo pigs donated to the Jaycee's by the Princeton Mills,
were sold for $55.13, and the
money given to the Hospital
fund, it was announced by Bill
Presler, president of the Jaycee's.

Union Bible School
Closes At Fredonia
The Fredonia Union Bible
School, which closed Friday, had
an attendance of 74 the first
day. Enrollment totalled 108,
with an average attendance of
88.

Officers and teachers were J.
R. Robertson, principal; Mrs. J.
R. Robertson, general secretary;
Bonnie Jean King, pianist; beginners' department, Mrs. Wilford Baker, Gladys Walker and
Seldon McElroy;
primary department, Mrs. T. L. Grubbs and
Mrs. Hampton Carner; junior
department, Mrs. A. J. Eldridge
and Miss Georgia Boaz; intermediates, Mrs. J. W. King and
Mrs. Charles Brockmeyer, Jr.;
handicraft. Coy Moore, Jr.
There were seven conversions
during the session.

nks First For
ce During May
n's Rotary Club rankthe district for May
>nce, with a percentage
embers were advised
y night's meeting. B.
received an award for
V Perfect attendance.

Lee Puryear Uninjured
When Car Overturns
Lee Puryear, district highway
engineer, suffered only bruises
Friday when the car he was
driving overturned on a curve
about three miles south of town
on the Eddyville road. Mr. Puryear was on his way from
Princeton to his home in Paducah when the accident occurred
about 6 o'clock.

rbal Vinson returned to
jin Danville Wednesday
|>g called here . on ac|the death of hi« nepDalton.

Attend Y-Teen Camp
J Nancy Cardin and Jo Ann
Pickering are attending an eightday conference of Y-Teen clubs
at Camp Hi-Lake, Quebec, Tenn.

Blacktopping O n Hopkinsville Highway Due
To Start Soon, Leader
Advised

Summer Program
Of Recreation Is
Started At Butler

Coaches Downing And
Hackett To Organize
Boys' Softball League,
Other Games

1

Surfacing Work
On Providence
Road Under Way

Daddy Is Soldier

A recreation program is being
planned for boys and girls of this
community on the Butler High
School campus, Supt. L. C. Tay
lor said this week.
Softball League will be or
ganized
and
supervised by
Coaches Johnny Hackett and Tip
Downing for boys. Those desir
ing to participate in the games
are asked to report to the coaches
at the High School, Monday
morning, June 23, at 8:30 o'clock.
A shuffle-board court on the
front sidewalk will be repainted
and used by girls and Mr. Taylor said it is hoped, to have other
games soon, if enough interest
is manifested.
The school also has equipment
for badminton and tennis.
The gymnasium will be used
for boys who are going out next
year for the basketball team and
wish to learn fundamentals of
that game, Mr. Hackett said.
As was announced here earlier
this year. Coaches Downing and
Hackett .were contracted with by
the Princeton Board of Education on a 12-months basis and
the school authorities desire to
offer a full and rounded recreational program for the youth
of the community, if the boys
and girls desire it and will give
their cooperation, Superintendent
Taylor said.

Dr. Wolfe's Sister
Killed In Crash

Perry II is the 8-months-old
son of - M-Sgt Virgil Woodall
and Mrs. Woodall, Highland
Avenue. Mrs. Woodall is the
former Jean Jarvis, a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. G
Jarvis.

Beauty Contest
At Capitol Monday
Twelve Girls Will Vie
For Caldwell County
Title

1

Mrs. Henry Lester, teacher at
Eastside Graded School, has been
selected by the W. F. Quarrie
Corp., Chicago, as their repreC a r Hit Concrete
sentative this summer to teach
Abutment Near Hodprogressive methods to future
genville Monday
childcraft teachers in the State
Smithland — Livingston Coun- Colleges of Kentucky. Mrs. Lesty Attorney Harry F. Green is ter spent last weekend at her
in a serious condition at a Louis- home here.
ville hospital suffering from injuries he received in an auto Paducahan To Speak
trash Monday in which his 71To Women's Council
year-old wife 'died.
Charlie Martin, of Paducah,
Mr. Green's car crashed into
will
be guest speaker at the
a concrete abutment at Dixie
Highway and Highway 61 seven general meeting of the Woman's
miles north of Hodgenville. The Council of the First Christian
Greens were returning to Smith- Church Friday night, June 20,
land after a Father's Day visit at 7:30 o'clock. Mr. Martin will
relate some of his experiences
to their two daughters.
Mrs. Green died a few minutes in India during his term of serafter the crash. County Attor- vice in the army. The Council
ney Green suffered chest injur- study the last six months has
ies, broken ribs and a broken been related to mission work in
collar bone. He is 76 years old. India. Women of the Church are
Mrs. Green was a native of urged to attend.
Ohio but she came to Livingston
many years ago.
She was a Truman's Veto O f Tax
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Upheld By House
Tom Wolfe. Two brothers, Dr.
( B y Associated Praaa)
Power Wolfe and Charles Wolfe,
Washington—The House Tues
live at Princeton.
day upheld President Truman's
veto by the margin of two votes
Barney Linton O n Tour
and killed the Republicans' $4,000,000,000 income tax-slashing
With UK Dairy Group
bill.
The tax reduction issue
Frank Bernard Linton, son of
thereby was thrown into the
Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Linton, Lo1948 presidential campaign.
cust street, is one of 27 agriculSome 48,000,000 income taxtural students at the University
payers will go right ahead payof Kentucky making a two-week
ing the same federal taxes for
trip to Canada. The Canadian
the time being.
trip is sponsored by the UK
Dairy Club.
The group left Lexington June Rummage Sale Nets $40
The Princeton Woman's club
17, and will return July 3. The
netted
a little over $40 on a
students will visit such points of
interest as Washington, D. C., Rummage sale in the basement
Beltsville, Md., Rotor Lactor of the Elks building Saturday,
Dairy, at Walker Gordon, N. J., Mrs. Sam Jones, secretary, said.
The Woman's Club plan another
Cornell University, and several
sale Saturday, June 21, profits
northern universities.
to go to the new hospital fund.
•Linton is a sophomore in the
College of Agriculture at the
University, and is a graduate of Jack Mitchell Received
D.D. Degree At Vanderbilt
Butler High School.
Jack U. Mitchell, son of Mrs.
Mattie
Mitchell, Good Street, reFive Attending Church
ceived a bachelor of divinity deCamp At Kuttawa Springs
Five boys and girls from the gree from the Vanderbilt University, and was graduated June
First Christian Church left Mon10.
day for Chi Rho Camp, at Kuttawa Springs, under auspices of
the Christian Churches of Ken- Livestock Market
tucky, held each summer for
Sales were fully steady with
children up to the age of 15. last week on the Princeton LiveThose attending are: Jackie stock Market Monday, it was
Pedley, Chlo Ann Winters, Bob- reported by Brad Lacy, manager.
by Hogan, Christine Craven and Total head sold wis 1169. Baby
Byron Rogers. They will return beeves topped at $24; No. 1
Saturday, June 21.
veals, $27.50 and hogs, $24.75.

:'

Notice was received from the
State Highway^ Department this
week that through
traffic is
birred from the Princeton-Providence road as work of surfacing
4.047 miles of this route north
of Fryer is to begin immediately.
This sector has been graded and
ditched, Robert Youtyg, county,
maintenance foreman, told The
Leader.
Steel has been driven for the
big bridge over Donaldson Creek,
one of the major pieces of construction included in this contract, and concrete already has
been poured for another bridge
at Barnes Store, on what is
known locally as the Wilson
Warehouse Road.
Work of surfacing the Christian county end of the Princeton-Hopkinsville highway is expected to begin shortly after
June 20, John Hughett advised
The Leader this week. This con.
tract, let at the same time as
that for surfacing the PrincetonCadiz road to Blackhawk Inn
(which project is now finished),
has been delayed due to materials shortage, Mr. Hughett said.
Traffic has also been halted
on the Flat Rock-Fredonia road
where construction is proceeding
well, Mr. Young said.
A report was current in
Princeton last weekend to the
effect that re-routing of U. S.
Highway No. 62 would take this
trunk-line highway down the
Varmint Trace but verification
was lacking.
Informed persons said they believed recent agitation seeking to
have US 62 officially designated
an alternate through route for
U i 60 would not be productive
of anything in the near future.

Three Princeton and Caldwell
county girls, Francis Tandy, Les
lie Lamb and Patsy French,
have withdrawn from the beauty
contest which is to be held at
the Capitol Theater, Monday
night, June 23, it was announced
by Russell Goodaker.
The remaining girls will be
judged, in evening gowns and a
street dresses, by out-of-town
judges: Willy Rich, of the Mad
lsonville Jaycee's;
State Vice
President of the. Junior Chamber
of Commerce; Mack Sisk, Dawson Springs Jaycee, editor of the
Dawson Springs Progress, and
Lewis Chipps, Marion Jaycee.
Butler High School Will be
represented in the parade in Pa
ducah by Its well-trained band.
New convertibles, carrying beauty queens from the First Dis
trict ,and other attractions will
State's First Calf By
be staged July 5, at 2 o'clock.

rs. Henry Lester Will
id Future Teachers

Artificial Breeding
Appears To Be Normal
(By

Associated

Number 51

1947

Praaa)

Louisville — A Holstein calf,
said to be the first born in Kentucky through artificial breeding, attracted attention at C. B.
Stone's Breezy Hill Farms, Route
1, Crestwood, near here Tuesday.
Dr. Fordyce Ely, head of the
dairy department at the University of Kentucky and Dr. Durward Olds, university veterinarian, who came from Lexington
to inspect the calf, termed it
as normal as any naturally-bred
calf.
The calf, born about 3 a.m.
Monday weighs about 75 pounds.

Dam Road, Bridqe
Finally Approved
Bids Will Be Asked
On New Highway
Project In July

The Tennessee Valley Authority will construct a bridge across
Kentucky Dam, and the Kentucky Highway Department and
the Public Roads Administration
will build a highway between
the eastern end of the dam and
Eddyville, State Highway Commissioner J. Stephen Watkins'
office announced Tuesday afternoon.
Agreement on the bridge and
road project was reached in a
conference
Mr. Watkins held
with TV A and PRA officials in
Washington.
The TV A will use its own
forces for construction of the
bridge substructure and will prepare plans and specifications for
the superstructure, for approval
by the State and PRA. It is expected plans for the superstructure will be ready by the end
of this year.
Mr. Watkins* office said bids
would be advertised for in July
to relocate U. S. Highway 62
from Eddyville to the dam, a
distance of about 18 miles.
TV A anticipated the addition
of a bridge to the dam while
the dam was being built, and
provisions were ltoade then for
the building of the substructure.
Home From College
Hugh Lynn Jacob has returned home from Princeton University, Princeton, N. J., to spend
the summer vacation with his
mother, Mrs. Ruth Jacob, and
sister, Miss Dixie Lois Jacob, W.
Shepardson street, rfe will return to the University in the fall
for h^ junior year. .

Lodges, Hotels Will Be
Built In 6 State Parks
(By

Associated

Press)

Frankfort — A plan for improving housing and recreational
facilities at six State parks has
been approved by Governor Willis and his cabinet.
The project calls for sale of
revenue bonds by investment
brokers. Proceeds will be used
to build lodges, hotels and tourist
cabins at the perks.
Harold A. Browning, conservation commissioner, said upwards
of $1,500,000 worth of bonds is
expected to be sold. The additional facilities will be built at
these parks: Kentucky Lake,
Natural B r i d g e , Cumberland
Falls, Carter Caves, Butler and
Pennyrile. He said the first new
construction work may start at
Kentucky Lake Park.
Browning said the investment
people will determine shortly the
size of lodgings to be constructed.
The cabinet Also approved unanimously putting state workers
on a five-day week during July
and August. Skeleton crews at

Jim Pickens Among
31 Freshmen Football
Candidates At U. Of K.
Jim Pickens, all-around athletic star and recently a winning pitcher for Princeton's Regulars in the Tri-States League,
was among 31 freshmen who
began football training at the
University of Kentucky Monday.
Seven stars came from Kentucky
high schools, including Wilbur
"Shorty" Jamerson, Henderson;
Bobby Pope, Harlan; John Dorman, Covington; Joe Davis, Jenkins; Lawrence Howard, Harlan.
The freshmen are eligible for
four years of competition under
conference rules, if they matriculate prior to July 1. It was
rumored here
recently that
Pickens would go to the U. of
Alabama but he chose to play
for Kentucky.

each department must be on
duty Saturday mornings. These
watchstanders will be chosen by
their department heads. Regular
Monday through Friday hours,
8 a.m. to 4 p.m., will continue
during the two months.
Governor Willis opened the
five-day week discussion. Attorney General Eldon S. Dummit
made the motion to adopt the
proposal. The plan will begin
operating July 5.
Browning said
the revenue
bond project will be directed by
the state parks division. He predicted that tourist trade at the
parks would skyrocket once
adequate living quarters are
available at them.
He said the bond plan allows
bondholders to step in and operate the parks to satisfy their
claims, if the state is unable to
perform the job satisfactorily.
A plan to lease .the parks to
professional operators has been
discarded, Browning said. "Our
laws just wouldn't stand for
that," he said.
»
'"

Several Streets
Are Black-lopped
More Of This Planned
If Property Owners
Will Buy Oil

The City Street Department
has for some time been repairing streets in several parts of
town with the help of property
owners who have contributed by
paying for the oil.
Streets which have been completed so far include a portion
of South Donovan, part of Varmint Trace, two blocks of South
Darby, three blocks of Shephardson, and part of Grace Street.
Mayor W. L. Cash said other
streets are to be reconditioned
if the, City can get the supplies
It was reported by John Herron,
street superintendent, that the
city could get-another supply of
oil from D a w s o n
Springs,
through Corum-Edwards Construction Company.
If citizens who live on unsurfaced streets will cooperate by
Association Says Earlier paying for the oil, the city will
furnish the rock and labor for
Start On Sales Will
blocktopping, Mr. Herron said.
Aid Growers
It is also planned to extend
(By Associated Press)
the concrete drive in the cemeLouisville — Members of the tery, Mayor Cash said.
Burley Auction Warehouse Asso
ciation have recommended that
Sears Has Open House
the Burley tobacco sales season opens next Nov. 17, two Today, Through June 28
Sears Order Office will cele
weeks earlier than customary
William C. Clay, Jr., Mt. Ster- brate its first "Open House" be
and continuing
ling, counsel for the association, ginning today
which covers the eight Burley through June 28, it is announced
producing states, declared "the this week by Mrs. Ethel French,
earlier opening would make for manager. Special merchandise
and drastic price reductions are
a more orderly market."
Delegates to the association's to be featured during the event,
convention here this week ap she said.
proved the earlier opening date
by adopting a resolution.
78 Attending First
Clay said the resolution in Christian School
eluded authorization for the assoThe Annual Vacation Church
ciation president, Albert G. Clay,
School was well attended Mon
Mt. Sterling, to name a sales
day morning, June 16 at the
committee. It would include
first Christian Church. Rev. Mr.
three members from warehouseCollins said a total of 78 enmen, three representing grow
rolled, with 18 juniors, 31 pri
ers, three for dealers and manumary and 19 kindergarten pufacturing interests, and one repils. There are 16 teachers leadpresenting the public.
ing the pupils, Rev. Collins said
The committee has authority
They are: Norma Cartwright,
to fix holidays, hourly rate of
Anna Lee Darnell, Marietta
sales, hours and opening and
Stallins, Mrs. A. P. Cook, Mrs.
closing, as well as to set the
Alton Templeton, Mrs. Clifton
opening sales date.
Carter, Mrs. Hazel Dobbins, Miss
Eliza Nail, Mrs. Lewis Boren,
Fortenberry Talks To
Joel Stallins, Charles Cummins,
Kiwanians About Seeds
Mrs. W. B. Davis, Clara Jean
B. W. Fortenberry, of the Ken- Cash, Sue Darnell, Mrs. Melvin
tucky Pure Seed Association, Martin, and the Rev. Tom- W.
was guest speaker at Wednes- Collins.
day's meeting of the Kiwanis
Club. He explained the import- Return From Maine
ance of certified seed and called ^Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Walker
for cooperation in "making Ken- and daughter, Sara Demetra, retucky green the year-round, im- turned Friday from Greenville,
proving livestock feed, prevent- Maine, where they spent two
ing soil erosion", for the better- weeks with her sister, Mrs. Germent of all Kentuckians.
ald Gartley, and Mr. Gartley,
who operate a fishing and hunting lodge at Moose Head Lake.
Enlists In Army
Samuel N. Thomas, Route 2, Enroute, they visited Mr. and
has enlisted in the Regular Army Mrs. Winifred Butler, in New
for 18 months and Raymond B. York City.
Miller, Princeton, has enlisted
for 3 years, it was announced Page To Manage Store
this week from the U. S. Army At Richmond, Ky.
Recruiting Station at Paducah.
A1 Thomas Page, Sarasota,
Fla., is visiting friends and relPfc William Cooksey To
atives here this week. He will
Be Released From Army
be joined by Mrs. Page and
Pfc William Cooksey, Young their little daughter in about
street, is enroute to the United two weeks, after which they will
States aboard the S. S. General move to Richmond, where he
Blatchford from Paranaque Re- has accepted a position as manof Lerner's Department
placement and Disposition Com- ager
mand, south of Manila. Upon his Store.
arrival in San Francisco, he will
be sent to Camp Stoneman Per- v ' George Greer, student at Pursonnel Center, In California, due University, Lafayette, Ind.,
where he will be released from is spending the summer with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herndon
the service.
Greer, S. Jefferson street.

Burlev Market
Will Open Nov. 17

Molloy Estimates
Hospital Cost
At $6,000 A Bed

Louisville Architect Says
Materials 'Fairly Plentiful', Sees Ultimate Need
For 50 Beds

Sam C. Molloy, native of Kuttawa and a Louisville architect
of wide experience in building
hospitals, met with the Incorporators Committee for the proposed new Caldwell County War
Memorial Hospital here Monday
afternoon. He explained numerous factors involved in construction of health centers today and
made definite commitments to
see that this community "gets
the most hospital possible for
the dollars available".
Present were: Henry Sevison,
Elbert McCaslin, Judge Clyde O.
Wood, Judge G. G. Harralson,
Dr. F. T. Linton, Dr. J. J. Rosenthal, N. B. Cameron, William L.
Jones, G. M. Pedley, George O.
Eldred, Dr. B. K. Amos and Dr.
K. L. Barnes.
"Nobody knows what the cost
of building a hospital will be
today",
Mr. Molloy told the
group, but estimated it would
take approximately $6,000 a bed
to build the kind of hospital the
community needs and said contrary to general opinion,
"a
two-story hospital building comes
33 percent cheaper than a onestory structure", for each avail-

Standard Oil Co. Gives
$500 To Hospital Fund
The Standard Oil Company of
Kentucky, Hugh Cherry, agent,
has donated $500 to the fund
for the new Caldwell County
War Memorial Hospital, Chairman Tom Simmons announced
this week. Another donation, for
$100, has been received from Mr.
and Mrs. T. A. Pedley, Denver,
Colo. The total is now near the
$80,000 mark, Mr. Simmons said.
able square foot of floor space.
Princeton and Caldwell county
will ultimately need a 50-bed
hospital, the Louisville architect
said, and , plans for the original
30-bed building should/ be made
to permit of easy additions, when
the need is demonstrated. He
said his firm would ask a 6 percent fee, the standard charged
by all reputable architects.
Mr. Molloy, in answer to a
question by Chairman Tom Simmons, said he would personally
supervise construction
of the
hospital here,
if his firm is
awarded the architectural contract, and declared he believed
his experience would enable him
to save "up to 25 percent" on
the total cost. He was the architect in charge of building the
new 75-bed Somerset hospital,
declared to be a model for communities in this State. It was
completed last Spring, after a
long wartime delay.
Reasonable bids can be obtained from contractors this
autumn and winter, Mr. Molloy
told the group, and cost of building materials, which are becoming fairly plentiful now, is coming down somewhat from recent
peaks. Equipment fer the hospital "will probably cost $40,000,
due to price rises", the architect
said.
Other architects are expected
to come here to discuss proposals for the local health center
in the near future, Mr. Simmons
said after the meeting.

Two P'ton Girls
Win Blue Ribbons
Jacqueline Shoulders,
Nancy Ann McGuirk
Score At 4-H Event

Jacqueline Shoulders, member
of the Butler 4-H Club, won a
bl,ye ribbon for making an evening dress, which she modeled in
the 4-H Style Revue at Lexington during 4-H Week. There
were 17 such dresses modeled
and Jacqueline's was one of the
four which received blue ribbons.
About 100 girls participated in
the revue showing school frocks,
play clothes, dress-up dresses,
semi-tailored dresses, tailored
suits and evening dresses, Miss
Wilma Vandiver,
home agent,
said.
Nancy Ann McGuirk, another
member of Butler 4-H Club,
competed with 62 girls In the
Clothing Judging contest and received a blue ribbon.
Mrs. J. B. Smith'and children,
Margaret and Charles, of Denham Springs, La., are visiting
her brother-in-law, Cecil M.
Smith, Mrs. Smith and daughter, Patricia, S. Seminary street.
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Well Done, Hyla Mohon
Hyla Mohon, genial, sometimes boisterous, always convivial manager of the telephone

company here,

easily on

is

taking things

his farm these days, having

been replaced, at his own request, after

''

r

'

being with Southern Bell 40 years, lack-

f

ing but a few weeks.
And we are going to miss Hyla, especially when we have a grouch on at the
'phone folk . . . which is, lamentably, far
too often.
No matter how rough the going, Hyla
was always in good humor.
He could
take it; and he never sought to dish It

out much, except "in the friendliest way.
Our friend Mohon likes people; and is
a friend to his 4Pellowmen. He therefore
has friends . . . and many of them, who
wish him well of the leisure which now
is his; and hope he may catch many fish,.<including some bigger ones than the W s t
that have gotten away up to now.
The accolade of the Good and Faithful
Servant is rightfully his; and we know
his company, his fellow workers and the.
public he served so well and so long wish
him every happiness as he leaves the
field of human endeavor he graced and
takes his well earned rest.

Shorthand Writing Helped Them

j

I

Pennyrile Postscripts » a hp.

|t'

i

In a recent tribute to James F. Byrnes,
Chief Justice Fred M. Vinson referred
to him as a shorthand writer who became
a court reporter, and didn't stop until he
had served in both houses of Congress, in
a president's' cabinet and on the United
States Supreme Court. To his -ability to
write shorthand better than many other
young men the Chief Justice attributed
Jimmy Byrnes' success largely, for he
was the son of a widowed mother down
in South Carolina who could give the ambitious lad no advantages as described in
terms of money, and he learned shorthand
•which became to him a passport to prominence.
Denied the privileges of high
schooling, Jimmy Byrnes worked hard to
educate himself that he might help the
woman who helped him before he was
old enough to work.

very exacting profession if those who
use it would make it their obedient servant. We always think of Woodrow Wilson when we list shorthand writers. Wilson was never a stenographer, and to
him the writing of shorthand was never
depended upon to earn a living, as it did
Byrnes and Cortelyou. But while Woodrow Wilson was Governor of New Jersey
and then President of the United States
his shorthand was a dependable aid. That
and his portable typewriter were used by
the Governor and the President to do in
person what other men in those posts
had to call a secretary to do for them.
Wilson wrote many state papers on his
small typewriter from information he
jotted down in shorthand, and often late
at night his machine was heard in the
White House.

There was another shorthand writer
years before Byrnes whose life story was
not unlike that of the South Carolinian
in the honors won and the prominence
gained. That was George B. Cortelyou,
who was President Cleveland's
stenographer, and held that job under Presidents McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt.
As a young man from New York City he
was stenographer for the fourth assistant
postmaster general in Washington, a position he was to hold under Roosevelt, as
well as being Secretary of Commerce, and
other high positions by political appointments. He was never in Congress, as was
Byrnes, nor on the Supreme Court, but
when shorthand writers are mentioned
the name of Cortelyou stands out as one
who used his flying pencil to write his
own name among the nation's eminent
men.

An attempt to list shorthand writers
who found it a most convenient ally toward promotions—in politics and business and other lines that lead to abundant success—would fill many pages. But
the records of Woodrow Wilson and
James F. Byrnes and George B. Cortelyou
are sufficient to encourage young men
inclined to study for and practice that
profession.
Without shorthand Byrnes
would have found the way ahead rougher,
and probably the heights to which he
climbed would not have been reached.
The same could be said of Cortelyou, who
came from .the bottom to the top in departments of government in Washington.
And Woodrow Wilson would not have
been independent of secretarial aids, as
he was in the governor's mansion at
Princeton, New Jersey, and later in the
White House.

Shorthand writing is a profession, a

(Owensboro Messenger)

Practical Politicians And True Democracy
W e fihd that most of- the "practical
politicians"
are supporting
Clements.
Practical politicians want to handle the
"boodle" that such companies as the
Louisville Gas and Electric Company are
able and willing to supply. The utility
company is in politics up to its neck, and
is willing to. supply all the money politicians need, and charge it to the expense
account which the people will eventually
pay. *
I 0

I
i

1

'

I.

• Practicsfl politicians are not Democrats
from principle. They are a menace to
true democracy. Practical politicians have
caused the defeat of the Democratic party
in this City several times. W e are sorry
to note that the Mose Green Club has so
many of them among its membership.
In the last Mayoralty race, the Louisville Gas and Electric Company spent a
large sum of money among the Negroes.
It was the Negro vote that caused most
Republicans to be elected. Mayor Taylor
was saved from defeat by business men,
mainly in the First Ward.
The Irish-American has never told its
readers that the Gas and Elegtric Company was a slacker in tax payments, that
it is a Wall Street controlled corporation,
with less than 7 percent of its stock owned in this city, and that it is now aligned
with the Republican party, and that the
two Republican commissioners, appointed
by a Republican Governor, are aligned
with the company and will not meet to
regulate and reduce rates, which the
Democratic member of this commission
says we are paying $5,500 a day more
than we ought to pay. This amounts to
more than $2,000,000 a year.
The utility companies for years have
been trying to pass the Moss bill, sponsored by a Republican Senator, and written by these companies. This bill aims
at keeping cities and communities from
operating their own utilities when they

want to do so.
The Moss bill was passed in the Senate,
but was defeated in the House, mainly
through the efforts of House Speaker
Waterfield and the cooperatives of the
State. This is the reason why the people
want Waterfield for Governor.
He has
proven himself to be a true Democrat and
not a "trimmer," as was Clements who
voted for the undemocratic Moss bill
when he was in the Senate.
The Mose Green Club chairman sent out
a circular letter to its members stating
that a transcript of some of Roosevelt's
speeches would entertain the meeting.
W e attended thinking we would hear
some good Democratic doctrines, but the
program was sidetracked for the undemocratic indorsement of Clements for (Governor, much to the disgust of many members of the club.
What the practical politicians of the
Clements camp desire is for Waterfield
supporters to remain neutral, while they,
through
"practical politician"
Linnie,
garner the votes and elect their legislative ticket. Already one of the two Democratic members of the Legislature, who
voted for the Moss Bill, is an announced
candidate for State Senator.
Is it bad politics for the Democrats to
go before the people and tell them if they
elect Waterfield, they can guarantee a
reduction of more than $2,000,000 a year
in their utility bills in this city alone?
A party that is not for the people is
not a Democratic party. A party that
allows predatory wealth to control it is
an undemocratic party. It will be a sad
day for the Democrats of this State when
they repudiate the works of such Democrats as Bryan, Goebel and Roosevelt, in
order that the party workers may wallow
in boodle, extracted from the people by
monopolistic big business.
(Louisville Democrat)

Primary Is Democratic Way

i W

W e have a group of politicians in Kentucky with little faith in the ability of
the people to select a candidate in the
primary elections and elect him in the
general election. We remember that one
of the fiercest primary campaigns in Kentucky was fought between Happy Chandler and Tom Rhea. _The successful candidate, Chandler, went on to win in November without trouble.
W e feel that Mr. Waterfield is will
ahead of his rival, but w6 would not want
Mr. Clements to retire from the race.
W e would rather have the choice ratified

by the Democratic voters in the August
primary.
(Somerset Journal)

Mickey Cunningham, 11, la becoming an ardent golfer. He
scored a par 4 on No. 1 the
other Clay, with adults looking
on; and now Mark is threatening to quit the game.
Ken
Barnes is another youngster who
bids fair to make a good golfer
soon.

Woods, Preston Ordway and
other friends . . , but the place
was closed up tight for the political rally. Harry Lee Waterfield
is an alumnus of the college, has
great support there.

(Editorial in Sunday's CourierJournal)
Kentucky Democrats who vote
for Harry Lee Waterfield will
*
*
*
not be buying a pig in a poke.
A. L. "Chick" Love, member He has a legislative record on
of the Kentucky House and can- many important issues which
•
*
*
didate for the State Senate, has speaks for itself. Further, he has
Alvin Lisanby,
one of tjiia 40 acres of popcorn on his Lyon laid out the pattern of his camcounty's mo»t ardent horsemen, county river bottom farm. M|y be paign in his opening speech at
will enter three of his walking Chick will give away popcorn, Murray with unusual frankness.
horses in shows on the Illinois like Mist' Fred Wallis gave yut "I am not going to deal with you
circuit this summer. He has a apples, icecream cones and the in generalities in this campaign,"
horse trailer which will haul his like when he was running for he declares. "I am going to speak
entries. Arch Walker will help Governor, back in 1935.
in plain terms,"
*
*
*
him show the fancy walkers.
*
*
*
He then proceeds to do just
Good office helpers are as hard that. When he says, "I am for
Larry,
who had his pocket to get in Lexington as here, or rural electrification expansion
picked while sleeping on a train anywhere else, Zellner Peal, in- and cheap T.V.A. power," he
at Christmas time, started for surance executive, advises me. makes it clear that we must have
Denver Saturday morning, Saul He tried three times to get a UK the cheap power to obtain the
taking him as far as St. Louis. girl graduate recently ... . but expansion. He pledges the leadThus far no long distance calls she wouldn't even go to his of- ership to defeat the next Moss
have come for funds.
fice to be interviewed. Playing Bill," which will inevitable raise
hard-to-get may turn sour in the its head at the 1948 session in
*
•
•
Friends were complaining with not too distant future.
Frankfort. He further nails down
•
*
*
Merle Drain about attending so
his public power position by
Are you, like me, this kind pledging the appointment of a
many conventions but the guy
said he guessed if he could make of a helpful husband?
Public
Service Commission
it right with his boss lady, oth"friendly and helpful to the
I love to show my little wife
ers ought not to object; and any-* how greatly I appreciate
T.V.A. and R.E.A. program."
how, he said, the meetings are The things she is> and says, and
On education he is equally
all called by his store executives.
specific.
Everybody
advocates
does,
•
*
*
higher educational standards ior
and all she means to me.
If we could use the blank side And so I buy her sweets, but Kentucky, but Waterfield tells
of candidate cards I collected at
exactly how he would seek to
since
Murray Saturday, we would need she thinks that she is dieting,
realize them. His pledge is "an
to buy no stock for some time I help her to consume them, and appropriation of $34,500,000 a
to come. Most conspicious among she's grateful as can be.
year to the common school fund
the office seekers were Bill May,
—Russell Pettis Askue for teachers' salaries." This is
*
*
*
Holman Wilson,
Hub Perdue,
designed, h^ points out, to proChick Love, Roy McDonald and
Jackie has gone to a church vide salaries equal to the naA. E. Funk. Tom Pardue, former c a m p
at Kuttawa
Mineral tional average for public school
district Highway Commissioner, Springs and it looks like your teachers.
was in evidence. He said Chris- reporter has fallen heir to his
Then come his clearly stated
tian would go "big" for Water- tomato patch, which he culti- views on taxes. He advocates "a
field.
vates (?> so he can attend the tax of not less than 5 percent"
*
*
*
a levy that
4-H camp each summer. It is on peri-mutuels,
Ed Jones and Pennyriler went hinted around our house that would come out of winning race
out to the campus of Murray the outlook for home grown to- track tickets only. He favors "a
drastic reduction of the intanState College to call on Dr. Ralph matoes is dim.

,ly .n titled tojdispaltens* M4-««"
>v.ed herein. J

.

Did Y o u
'

monoply of the „ U n d of s i *

gibles tax" and "greater exemptions in our inheritance tax
laws."
Every candidate speaks feelingly on the subject of rural
roads and "getting Kentucky
farmers out of the mud." Mr.
Waterfield
gives body to his
pledge of interest by naming a
figure, a device most candidates
shun. He advocates "a rural road
appropriation of ten million dollars."
Public health receives equally
candid
treatment.
"Kentucky
must have one strong medical
school,' he declares, "capable
of educating enough doctors for
Kentucky's need. State aid is
necessary." On hospital construction he makes a new and interesting proposal. The Hill-Burton
Bill offers two and a half millions a year of Federal money
for hospital building in Kentucky, providing the State or local
communities will put up five
millions a year. Few Kentucky
communities could swing such
matching funds on their own.
The Clinton candidate offers to
support an expenditure of two
and a half millions a year by
the State. A further Waterfield
pledge is to "work toward the
establishment of a full-time

now Is also obtained from Tu
Louisiana
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There are many

mo r e

<tyi

statements in the Murray sptJl

on park development, the S^l

Fair, proper divi :->n of tax w l

with cities, and various ^ J
subjects of interest to votol
Mr.

Waterfield

addresses had

type

of progressive adminiaj

self to " a primary of clear-tgl
issues." Here thej are, for
Democratic voter to see,
ine, and decide upon.
Voters who do not favor thtl
tion Mr. Waterfield is d f J
mined to -provide in Fraa
have fair warning to oppose
The many other who bel
Kentucky can only forge ahc
under
vigorous,
untramneli
leadership have the oppork
to see that here is their am.
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Subscription prlcea: In County,
In State, $1.60; Out-of-State $J. Cub,
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GENERALS FAMOUS
BIG SAVINGS TRADE-IN SALE
M

(jfcB

'

parts of the world.

THE PRINCETON
PUBLISHED

Know?

Sulphur, for a i o n , tim,

first Time in 6 Years!

M

'

y v / jto

Here's your chance to get off those risky wartime
tires and get rolling on skid-safe GENERALS!

Most
the size

2 5 % SAVINGS
O N G E N E R A L TIRES & TUBES
W e h a v e Factory authority to go the limit to g i v e
y o u a t r a d e - i n d e a l y o u can't refuse. It's our w a y of
winning new customers. W e k n o w w e can count on
the l o n g t e r m p a t r o n a g e t h a t T o p - Q u a l i t y w i n s .

GENERAL
AT
SAVINGS
OF

TIRES

w / v
' >

»KH.
SUfi

- v /

380to$1Q85

tONG-l

WWTfll

Wi

Minimum amounts you s a v e per fire . . . depending on condition of original treads or
rocaps:
6.00-15 3 . 8 0 t o 5 . 2 0

6.00-16 3 . 9 0 t o 5 . 3 0

6.50-15 4 . 6 0 t o 6 . 2 5

6.50-16 4 . 7 0 t o 6 . 4 0

7.00-15 5 . 1 0 t o 6 . 9 5

7.00-16 5 . 2 0 t o 7 . 1 5

7.50-16

7.90 to 10.85

STILL GREATER ALLOWANCES

ON FULL SETS

COME INI YOU CAN COUNT ON THE BEST DEAL IN TOWty
G e n e r a l originated the Trade-In Sale. It's a matter of pride with us that
no one can out-bid us. You'll like the w a y w e do business a n d you'll b e
amaxed at the liberal allowances w e will m a k e you.

Scute up 1d50%OH, GatyoMRackSpecial*
RECONDITIONED
USED TIRES
G O O D R*ECAPS
BARGAIN SPARES

In 3700 B. C., brewers of Mesopotamia
stirred their beer mash with long poles
—two men to a vat—and produced a brew
quite similar to our own.
No true vipers are found on the American continents.
Iceland's hotels are heated by water
from hot springs.
Oceans are saltiest near the equator,
less toward the poles.

Waterfield Opens Campaign
Of Clear-Cut Issues

Coi

Our bargain racks are bulging with good
serviceable trade-ins taken in during this Sale.
We're anxious to move them. You can get
your mileage at half price while waiting for
your new car. Save up to 5 0 % I
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G e n e r a l A u t o S u p p l y Co.
J. A. Creasey & Son
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FOUR-H CLUB CHAMPIONS

THE

Summer Grain Feeding

The usual recommendation for
gTain feeding on good pasture
varies from 1 pound of grain
for 3 pounds of milk to 1 pound
of grain for 6 pounds of milk,
depending on percentage of butterfat. This is 1V4 to IVi pounds
of grain per gallon of milk. On
fair or poor pasture 1.5 pounds
of good hay is equal to 1 pound
of grain, and cows should be allowed all they will eat. Silage
may be fed instead of, or in
addition to, the hay. Protein is
the more costly part of a grain
ration and can well be adjusted
to the quality of pasture. Young,
growing grasses and legumes are
high in protein and very good
production can be maintained by
feeding corn and cob meal. For
average pasture a grain mixture
containing 12 percent protein is
recommended.

GARDEN

'•

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE
Most owners never know they
have termites until coatly damage is already done. Do as
more than 1,000,000 property
owners have done since 1927
. . . ask for a free TERMINIX
inspection. There is no obligation.
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260

Timely Topics

(This week's column ia contributed by Carl M.
Clifton,
Dairy Department, University of
Kentucky, College of Agriculture
and Home Economics.)

nounced.

The first automatic glass-blowing machine was invented in
1903,

LEADERS IN POLIO FIGHT

•y JOHN
GARDNER
Kentucky Collage •« Aorlsultur*
•nd
Economic*

Graham

According to accepted standards, the average Jersey cow on
good pasture and producing less
than 14 pounds of milk daily
does not need grain. The average Holstein cow under the same
conditions can produce up to
20 pounds daily before she needs
grain. It is very important that
cows producing much more than
the above amounts receive grain,
fresh cows, particularly, through
the stimulation of good pasture
will produce more than their
feed intake would normally allow, and if these cows do not
get additional feed the midsummer and fall slump in production will be much more pro-

Page Three
mmmm

WILMA R. WATTS

O. P. SHIELDS

Wilma Rosalene Watts, 17, of Mercer county, is state champion in the 4-H club clothing project. She made 39 garments in
one year, including three wool suits and two top coats at onethird the cost of bought clothes. C. P. Shields of Ohio county won
the State 4-H tobacco championship by growing 2,516 pounds of
Burley on an acre and selling it for an average of $50.40 a hundred. He Is 16 years old.

News From The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
November 8, 1907. Walter Myers, who has been very ill of
appendicitis the last week or
ten days, is reported better. He
is still confined to his bed, however. Walter is a clever young
man and his many friends hope
for an early recovery.

lightful and profitable trip. He
has, however, been suffering a
great deal from his wounded
leg, probably as a result from
too much exertion from walking,
the street car strike being on at
Louisville.

^ November 19, 1907. Morgan
Martin,
the
blacksmith
and
horseshoer, 'broke the record
yesterday on shoeing horses. He
took in $18.45 in a half day.

November 22, 1907. Dr. J. A.
Akin will leave tomorrow morning for Southeastern Arkansas
for a week or ten days' deer and
bear hunt. It is his annual outing and we wish him good luck
November 19, 1907. Mr. and and lots of fun.
Mrs. John Couch are very much
pleased over the arrival of a
November 29, 1907. Mr. and
nine pound boy on Nov. 12th. Mrs. C. W. Richards and Miss
Fly Time
Mr. Couch says he is a solid O. Nannie Catlett are attending the
A D.D.T. spray is probably R. T. of every inch of his weight
First District Teachers Educamore effective against house and and expects to start him fighttional Association at Mayfield.
stable flies than any other treat- ing the key within a few days.
ment. Use a coarse spray at low Mr. Couch is day operator in
November 29,
1907.
W. H.
pressure covering walls and ceil- the South yards of this city.
Vaughn, a clever and popular
ing thoroughly. Stop just before Both the young operator and
engineer on the Nashville Div| the material starts to drip or mother are doing well.
ision of the I. C., with this city
run down the walls. Give speas his headquarters, has gone
j cial attention to litter carrier
November 19, 1907. Miss Mary to Cincinnati for a ten days"
j track, lamp cords, windows, and Catlett, of Eddyville,
attended visit.
[ other places much used by flies. the grand opening of the HenWettable powders containing rietta Opera House last night.
[ 25 to 50 percent D.D.T are gen- While here she was the guest
erally preferred. Mix the powder of Miss Lizzie Kinsolving.
! with sufficient water to form a
thin paste, then add additional
November 22, 1907. Miss Beswater to make a solution of 2 % sie Martin, who has been conto 5 percent D.D.T. It is a good nected with a millinery estabplan to use a 5 percent solution lishment during the fall season
in early spring and in midsum- at Guntown, Miss., is home for
mer, when flies begin to reap- the winter.
pear. use a 2% percent spray.
I (Five pounds of 50 percent
November 29, 1907. Major J.
j D.D.T. plus 12 gallons water, W. Hollingsworth, on his return
|minue 2Vi percent.)
from the State Development

\

TOMATO BLIGHT: As this is
written, June 2, the beginning
of tomato blight is reported from
Georgia, having worked northward from Florida 160 miles.
This does not mean that in a given number of days it will reach
Kentucky, or that it will come
at all. It is, nevertheless, the
part of wisdom to spray every
two weeks with fixed copper,
three sprayings at least. Five
to seven are better, and will pay,
because the loss of leaves will
have been prevented, that Early
Blight causes every year, and the
extra tomatoes will repay many
times the spraying expense.
Although spraying is preferred
because of its superior covering,
4 percent to 7 percent fixed copper dust (Qf many trade names)
may be used, but generously:
one pound to 50 plant3, each
time.
"EXTRAS": Spring plantings
of. spinach are definitely quitting,
and there is not time to make
resowings, except one uses the
hot" weather variety New Zealand. The soil should be made
rich, as for other greens, and
the seed dropped in pairs, 30
inches square. Harvesting is by
ners tips, which continuously renew themselves until frost, 20
pinching off 4 inches of the runplants making worlds of greens
for a family of five. New Zealand spinach cans well, too.
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.Coolest Spot In Town!
Representatives of widely different sections of the
State get together at the annual meeting of the Kentucky Chapter of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis in Louisville. This group is from left to right, Judge W. S. Brim, Carrollton, Miss Mary Wilson Eldred, Princeton, B. G. Stall, Lexington and William Hemlepp, Ashland.

Ky. Farm News

U.K. Dean Retires

Dr. John Dixon of Daviess
county planted an acre of grafted pecans and varieties of walnuts. —
Twenty thousand pounds of
vetch seed were sowed last fall
on tobacco and corn land in Hancock county.
More than 100 dairymen in
Jefferson county seeded ladino
clover with other pasture mixtures.
The growing of, strawberries
is a new 4-H club project in Robertson county, the Mt. Olivet
Lions Club donation 4,000 plants
to 20 boys.
In Knox county, 150 4-H club
members grew strawberries this
year.
Frank Bassham of Baxter has
bought the first pick-up hay
baler to be brought into Harlan
county. *
About 500 acres of ladino clover were seeded this spring in
Carlisle county.
One hundred and five 4-H

Another "extra" is Witloof
chicory, the "French endive"
to be found on many next winter's restaurant menus. The seed
is sown about 4 to the inch, and
the plants thinned to 1V4 inches
to make the roots large. At frost
these are lifted, topped to an
inch, and reset in boxes of earth
in a dark cellar, and kept watered. At a temperature of even 45
degrees new tops form, of a golden-orange color and of a piquancy that combines well with Yellows. To grow late cabbage,
French dressing, to make a real yellows-resistant varieties only
winter luxury.
may be used. A quite common
Still another is winter cabbage, one is Wisconsin All-Seasons.
whose growing in many gardens The seed is sown in pairs or
has become a lost art, because of threes where the heads are to
soil infections of the disease stand. Now is the time.

Dr. Jonah W. D. Skiles, chairman
of ancient languages at
Northwestern State College in
Natchitoches,
La.,
has
been
named to succeed Dr- T. T.
Jones, who is retiring as head
of the department of ancient
languages and literature. Prof. A.
D. Kirwan, former football coach
and history instructor at U.K.,
will take over Dr. Jones' other
position as dean of men, which
htf has held for 25 years.
club girls in Henry county modeled
195 garments, including
suits and coats, in the county
style revue.
H. D. Thomas of Trigg county,
who has a gasoline power milking machine, is selling 40 gallons
of milk a day from a herd of
good quality Jerseys.
Fulton county farmers have
400 acres of Ky. 31 fescue grass
and 5,000 acres of ladino clover
to harvest for seed.
f
Over 500 pounds of Williams
cane seed have been purchased
by Elliott county farmers this
season.
There is a 50 percent increase
in acreage of cane planted this
season in Lawrence county over
last year's crop.
It is estimated that 90 percent
of the corn planted in Logan
county will be hybrid varieties.
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"LOCO LOBO"—Technicolor Cartoon
WORLD NEWS with Lowell Thomas

ADDED!

S A T U R D A Y , J U N . 21 - O P E N

10 A . M .

A THRILL-STAMPEDE! . . . LAW VERSUS
RENEGADES ON THE ARIZONA STRIP!

m

f

James Warren • John Laoreaz • Debra AkUn
RODEO THRILLS—COMIC IN COLOR
CHAPTER 10—"THE CRIMSON GHOST-
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This Week's Specials!
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PRINCETON

Guaranteed
Top Quality
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ELECTRIC FAN
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«" Dl P EN DAB I I ,
CfflCIENTI ONW_
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Gal.
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present

Calendar

Princeton's Most
Beautiful Girls

Entry In The West
Girl Beauty

Parade
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FEC0RPEP MUSIC

TO YW WITH UN'
BELIEVABLE
BRILLIANCE or ,
•PEPTH ANP TONE/
SEE IT... fl-ET .

faoMCAST

& SHORT-WAVE
BANPS... AUTO-

MATIC VOLUME
&-3ASS CONTROL.

Y0UKS TODAY/

EASY TERMS

FHONO. PLAYS 12
10-IN. OR 10 1 2 IN. RE CORPS

12950

AUTOMATICALLY/

Western Auto Associate Stor
Home-Owned and Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX

Princeton

SHAKEDOWN"—NEWS

BEAUTY SHOW
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20 — P R I N C E T O N ' S MOST BEAUTIFUL GIRLS — 2 0
T U E S . & W E D . , J U N . 24 25
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GHN1US...

HE'S A B L A C K SHEEP..HE'S A
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r

MURDER

IN A
STRANGE
HARJOIUJ M A I N
. •MME.MK^M M M

EXTRA!

with Free Trip to Miami and Havana
Plus Other Valuable Prizes!

you've BEEN WAITING- ft*/
8RIN0S KAPIO ENTERTAINMENT FLUS

ON STAGE
MONDAY NIGHT

"NERVOUS

BLEND

to be featured as Calendar Girl and
to reign over Irvin Cobb Golf Tournament Ball

THE BEAUTIFUL postWAK KAVIO-PHONOGKAPH

COMEDY,

GLAMOUR

'MISS WESTERN KENTUCKY"

KAPI0PH0N0GKAPH

P L U S !

ON THE SCREEN!

Winner To Compete For Title O f

AUTOMATIC

• VIRGINIA

O'BRIEN

EDDIE "ROCHESTER'*

A N D E R S O N

Exciting; New MARCH OF TIME
"FASHION MEANS BUSINESS"

T H U R . & FRI., J U N .

26-27

COME APPLAUD FOR YOUR FAVORITE!

MO'NDAY.Tpm

CHPIT0L

A D M I S S I O N

UNTIL •
6U)0 P.M.

34c

• • • • • • • • M M H M N P i '
/

JAYCEES

To Select Princeton's
Kentucky

Xruefom

S T A G E !

BIG BEAUTY
PAGEANT
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KICH, SMOOTH- ONLY.
SHEADING

O U R

ClAUOfTTf

JUNI
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THEtftfe//-HEARTM

4©c

l l O N t l BARRVMORI • ROBERT STIRLING Jf t B ^ l B T

KIDDIES 120
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WAlTM

COLBERT* P I D G E O N •A L L Y S O N

AFTER
6:00 P.M.

PLUS! . . . PETE SMITH presents "SURE CURES"—NEWS
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At The Churches

Brannick Says Any1 Club
Can Win N. L Pennant
*

>>

By Frank Eck
(AP Sports Kditor)
New York — Edward T. Brannick, who does everything but
pitch and sell tickets at the gate
for the New York Giants, thinks
this is the year for an upset in
the National League baseball
race.
Outside of Manager Mel Ott,
Brannick is in a better position
than anyone when it comes to
forecasting things to come on
the Giants. Eddie has been with
the club 41 years. He broke in
as office boy to John McGraw
in 1806. Today he is secretary,
traveling secretary and public
relations director for the Polo
Grounders.
"This is a hitter's league," said
Eddie as he stirred a cup of
coffee on his five minute lunch
hour. "The other league (American) has the pitching. But in
our league we have the hitting
and the way it stands now any
club can win it—any club with
a Friday, Saturday and Sunday
pitcher. The weekend games,
when the opposition throws its
best pitchers at you, are the big
ones.
"It has been said the Giants
lack pitching. Lefty Dave Koslo
is a good pitcher and there's
nothing wrong with our two
rookies, Clint Hartung and Larry Jansen. Hartung has tremendous speed."
Brannick explained that Hartung, known as Fabulous Floppy
due to the reams of pre-season

publicity, Is learning at he goes
along.
He's really coming up the hard
way. Heralded as a slugger, Hartung was ticketed for the outfield
and never got to pitch a ball
during spring training at Phoenix, Ariz. The Hondo, Tex., Hurricane left much to be desired
in his fielding and it wasn't until the season was well under
way that Ott took a chance on
pitching the 23-year-old phenom.
"It's true we haven't the best
pitching staff in the league,"
says Brannick, "but we have the
hitting, the best hitting team in
baseball right now with fellows
like Johnny Mize, Willard Marshall, Walker Cooper and Rookie
Bob Thomson.
"Another thing about a pennant winner is the middle combination—shortstop, second base,
catcher and center field. The
Giants are good down the middle. Cooper is the best catcher
in baseball and in Buddy Kerr
baseball is liable to see one of
the greatest shortstops in years.
"I like the way Kerr gets in
front of the ball and I've been
high on him since he broke in
with us in 1943."
For the record, Brannick was
sold on Marty Marion of the St.
Louis Cardinals before the boys
started calling him "Mr. Shortstop."
| "And there's nothing wrong
with our second basemen, Mickey
Witek and Bob Blattner. In center field Thomson is doing a

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, Pastor.
The Vacation Church School
Commencement will be Friday
evening at 7:00 o'clock. An attractive display of handwork
will be on exhibition. Everyone
is welcome to come and share
In the inspiration of this service.
A baptismal service will be
held at the close of the evening
hour Sunday.
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L A W N CHAIRS

-

BABY FLIES HOME FOR TREATMENTS—Six-month-old Monica McPheter is held by her mother, Mrs. Robert McPheter at
Cleveland, O., shortly before they departed by plane for their
home in Los Angeles where the child is scheduled to undergo
further radium treatments for a spinal ailment. (AP Wirephoto)
good job with his glove and bat,"
he says.
The Giants may not win the
pennant this year but they definitely are a first division club,
if, of course, Ott gets full use of
Mize and Cooper, two men who
missed many games due to in-
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THERMOS J U G S

PORCH S W I N G S

C R O Q U E T SETS

CAMP C O T S

OUTDOOR

$4.50

GRILLS

" A C E " BICYCLES

HAMMOCKS

juries last season when the
Giants finished in the cellar.
Mize is having one of his great
years and looks like the first
baseman who hit 43 h^me runs
to lead the league as a Cardinal
in 1940.
"All we want is the solid slugging," says Brannick. "With that
kind of hitting our pitchers will
get better and we'll give 'em all
a battle right down to the wire."

Seiller Enters Race

FISHING TACKLE

• WOOD
• METAL
• CANVAS

>lty

In Hopkinsville It's

C A Y C E - Y O S T CO.
Incorporated

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
J. Lester McGee, Minister.
Church School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Sermon by the Pastor: "Babbling
Gossip". The Young Women's
Chorus Choir will sing the anthem.
Youth Fellowship 8:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Sermon by the Pastor:
"The
Bible—What it is Not and What
It Is".
Mid-week Service Wed. 7:30
p.m., led by the Christian Builders Class. Service In cool of Social Hall.
'

>

so

Edward F. Seiller, 49, Louisville, filed for State Treasurer
Saturday night. He was*>orn on
a farm near Mt. Sterling, attended the University of Louisville
and was graduated from Jefferson School of Law. He is a member of the Louisville and Kentucky Bar Associations, and a FREDONIA CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
veteran of both World Wars.
A Children's Day program was
given at the Cumberland PresBarkley And Cooper
byterian Church, Fredonia, Sunday
morning.
To Speak At REA Meet
Taking part were: Linda BlackSenators Alben W. Barkley
and John S. Cooper have accept- burn, Wanda Phelps, Jerry Pered invitations to address a two- kins, Danny Miller, Charles
day meeting of the Kentucky Phelps, Marjorie Phelps, Joe Ann
R u r a l Electric Co-operatives Butts, June Perkins, Betty Jean
Burton,
Sue
June 22 and 23 at the Brown Herrod, Betty
Hotel, Louisville. Primary ob- Blackburn, Dona Quertermous,
Lou
Herrod, Carroll
jective of the meeting is to give Zelma
electric service to every rural Phalps, Dan Bugg, Jr., Donnie
Tabor, Jerry Phelps.
home in Kentucky.
Gary Blackburn, Billy Phelps,
Up to 1900 the oil industry David Phelps, Ruby Jean Baker,
in the United States produced Peggy Phelp6, Brenda Kay Vin
about a billion barrels of oil— son, Joe Ann Bugg, Charles Rusabout seven months' production sell Melton, Jimmy Phelps, and
Paul Franklin Phelps.
today.
In charge of the program were
Mrs. Essie Rucker, Mrs. Noble
Paris, Mrs. James Blackburn and
Mrs. Euclid Quertermous.
In the afternoon the Marion
quartette furnished music.
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so smart
new
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^JjMmming
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Sheer witching flattery, is this new Humming Bird
shade in the soft brown range.
of autumn . . . .

Dramatically new for summer, hinting

Humming Bird nylons in sizes S 1 ^ to lO'/j.

51 Gauge

45 Gauge

$1.95

$1.35

HARD

Never Again Will You See Bargains Like These
V

BOYS' 3 to 8

BOYS'

Wash Suits

Sport Shirts

Sold for
$1.98. Neat
Stripes

98c

BOYS' STRIPE
\

!

Polo Shirts
Solid Colors
and Stripe
feorted

39c

Values to 1.98. All
sizes - Pretty Plaids

$1.19
MEN'S FANCY

T-Shirts
1.98 Values. Solids
or stripes.

98c

Large Bath Towels

58c
(were 980)

Straw Hats
i
Men's Small Size
STRAW HATS
Values to $3.00

COUNTER
BARGAIN

Rayon Panties

Values to 2.98. Odds
and ends. Big Values.

25c

98c
Children's
Seersucker
Pajamas and Gowns
Sizes 4-16

88c
(were

BOYS'

Trousers
vBoys'

Tan and Blue
Wash Trousers. $2.00
Values.
|
£ Q
Sale
1 - 0 9

$1.60)

MEN'S

Under Shirts
Sizes 36 to 4 6

50c

Qolcbi&mesiJi
Ikat QiuuubLf, State.
"gfiss

sterna

Children's

4-16

(500 values)
COSTUME

JEWELRY
1-2 off
and
PURSES

50c (pius tax)

(Values to $2.98)

LADIES

Coats and Suits
Some of our most famous
brands.

Reduced

12.98 to 39.75
(AT COST AND BELOW)

BOYS'

Overalls
Heavy 8-oz. Duck
Head. Size 2 to 16.

2.50

New Field Executive
Named For Boy Scouts
Of Hopkins-Webster
James J. Harris, of Portsmouth,
Ohio, has been employed as Field
Scout Executive for the HopkinsWebster and Muhlenberg districts, according to announcement by William L. Fultpn, Jr.,
president of the Western Kentucky Area Council, Boy Scouts
of America.
Harris comes to Scouting with
a wide experience in work with
young men. He spent 7 years
in the Young Men's Christian
Association as physical director
and boys work secretary prior
to his entrance into the army, in
1944. During World War II, he
served with the 124th Field Artillery
as physical instructor.
After separation from the armed
forces, Harris worked one year
as teacher and coach at Wheelersburg High School, Wheelersburg, Ohio.
A Scout himself as a youngster, Harris has been active in
Scouting as a neighborhood commissioner for two troops in
Wheelersburg, Ohio. He is a
graduate of Miami University,
Oxford, Ohio, where he received
the bachelor of Science degree
in physical education, and George
Williams College, Chicago, Illinois, where he received the master of science degree in administration.
Harris is married and has two
children. He will be located in
either Madisonville, Greenville,
or Central City, depending upon
the housing situation.

Buy Registered Stock

Livestock men in Breckinridge
county are improving their herds
through the addition of registered stock, according to County
Agent Kenneth A. Brabant.
When T. M. Hook of Hardinsburg had a dispersal sale of 48
head of registered Herefords, all
but two of the cattle were pur
chased by men In the county at
an average price of $382. In addition, 16 head of registered
Herefords and Angus cattle were
bought during the month at
other sales.

•MM

Rugged Work Shirt
Blue Chambray

$1.49

Neat and good looking! 6button BIG BROTHER coat
style; 14Mt-17.

WEAR

Men's Harvest Hats
VALOR BRAND
49c up
Snappy fedora shape. Ideal
head - protection for hot,
summer days!

$4.98
Durabilt Work Shoe

Garrison Type
$4.98
Extra hard wearing! Brown
waxed split-leather upper.
Sizes 6-11.

for MEN AT WORK

Blue Denim Overalls

Sizes 30 to 50
$2.98
Protect your clothes in shop
or garage, repairing and
gardening.

Bandana Kerchief
Won't Show Dirt!
25c
Red print floral design; 24Inch. size.'

Men's Work

Shirt

GIBRALTAR Make
$2.49
Faultlessly tailored in soft,
blue cloth; 14V4 to 17.

Boys' Harbest Hat

Wear-Resistant!

39c

Cool Mexican palm-straw.
VALOR make with webbband and buckle.

Valor Harvest Hats
For Men & Women

89c

Cool bolero style with double chin cord. In all gay
colors!

staunchly reinforced
WORK

DUNGAREES

Men's Work Shoes

$2.49

Comfort & Wear!
$2.98
DURABILT shoe in brown
leather with leather innersole & heel. Size 7V4 to 11.

BIG BROTHER brand in
heavy blue denim that
washes and irons so easily.
Stands hard wear & tear.

REE I. ENGELHARDT, Owner

room parso
cupy in Midi

I

OUTFIT

Wear-tested
HARDWEAR
brand for perfect fit . . .
better appearance. Suntan
pants $2.49 Shirt $2.49
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GOLDNAMERS HAS SERVED YOU WELL BEFORE
Goldnamers will serve you better today - Come to our

1
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E N C H A N T I N G

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler. Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Warship
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Everybody welcome.
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CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, Minister.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
10:45 a.m. Morning Worship.
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship.

Suggestions For Your
.

Thursday, June 19, 1947

KENTUCKY

C. E. McGARY, Manager
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Completes Course
In Home Economics

8 Road Projects
In West Kentucky

WhiK' a
ed at the Univeri utv ol Kentucky, Mra. Joy LeaL s Digby.
Lexington, took
slS to fit herself better as
wi ( e of a minister. She was
raJuatt'J last week from the
Collet of Agriculture and Home
Economics.
Married in ' 19*6 to Arthur

Dicby. 8 » t u d e n t a t t h e C o l l e « e
of the Bible, Mrs. Digby continued her training in home economic* taking leave for only
C o quarters when her eon,
Now eight
Dav id, was born.
months oki, h e played and slept
L the pounding of one or two
typewriters
in their one-room
a p a r t m e n t . C a r e f u l scheduling of
classes assured the baby's being
m the care o f one or the other
•par.-nt at all times.
I haven't had to ask my
toother a thing," said Mrs. Digby
Loudly. a s s h e discussed newer
trendy in infant feeding and the
es in child care and trainlug which she found invaluable.
Budget balancing was possible
for the Digbys because this
ROTARY PRKSIDENT: SUCCESSOR—Richard Q„ Hedke (left)
Lmg homemaker was able
Of^Oetroit, Mich., embraces S. Kendrick Guernsey of JacksonLke all of her own and the ville, Fla., at the Rotary International convention :ifi'San FranLby's clothes, as well as sllp- cisco. Hedke, 1946-47 president, turned the gavel over to Guernivers and draperies.
Other sey, president elect. (AP Wirephoto)
rnng minister's wives, too, profited by Mrs. Digby's training, as
Lie explained to them the operation of a washing machine, how
to make flaky biscuits, or how to
run up a $3 pair of rompers from
75 cents worth of cotton goods.
By Alton L.
By
E. Blakeslee
Blakeslee'
I give
eive tomato
tomato nnH
and nthe
other plants a
Planning menus by the week
(AP Nawafaaturea)
heard
start
before
transplanting
as recommended
both a
New Brunswick, N. J. — Hy- to regular gardens.
time and money saver by Mrs.
droponics—the trick of growing
Hydroponics takes as much art
()igby, who jtated that she and
flowers and vegetables without as growth in soil, but it offers
her husband lived on a sum
soil through the use of a few better control of the plant's diet,
jmaller than that received by
of insects, and diseases. It is beG. L's, although they "wouldn't easily obtainable chemicals, a ing used widely in experimental
box of sand or some glass jars
want to do it all the time."
studies to learn more of plant
Having unusual artistic appre- —has opened a new hobby realm nutrient needs and the effects
ation, Mrs. Digby, in her in- for the home gardener.
of changes in nutrients, for comNow the amateur can grow mercial growth of some plants,
terior decoration classes, planroses,
tomatoes, and in such places as Japan to
ned the furnishings of the five- carnations,
lettuce, grow some vegetables in acres
im parsonage they will oc- strawberries, radishes,
cucumbers,
or
almost
anything
iy in Middletown, Ky., when
of sand beds for American troops.
husband becomes pastor of he chooses, in as little space as
Here are pointers for hydroa window box or single flower
the First Christian Church.
ponics at home from Dr. W. Rei
pot. The expert can branch out
Robbins, associate professor of
Southern Palestine is largely into sandbeds out of doors for plant physiology at Rutgers Unia rocky desert, inhabited by more abundant production. One versity:
is to
it 60,000 nomadic Moslems. very useful application
In place of soil with all its
plant foods and fertilizers, make
up a nutrient solution. The formula for one simple solution
which will feed most kinds of
plants is: Five gallons of water,
REGULAR M E E T I N G
two level teaspoons of -superphosphate, one level teaspoon of
sodium nitrate,
2% of epsom
salts, and one of muri*» of potJune 19, 1947
ash (potassium phloride).
8:00 O'Clock - Lodge Room
Dissolve each salt separately
in a pint of water, discarding
All Brothers Plan To Attend
any sediment. Mix the four pints
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y
and add water for total Volume
of five gallons of solution.
The easiest set-up is to use a
box or pot of sand, Dr. Robbins
says. Seeds can be placed in the
clean sand at usual depth either
as is, or after germination. The
sand, being inert, serves only to
give support to the roots and
growing plant, and also to let
air reach the roots.
The nutrient solution can be
sprinkled over the sand at regular intervals daily, draining off
at the bottom. Dr. Robbins recommends, for better results, a
continuous flow of the solution.
Take a two-quart jar as a "reservoir" for the solution. This is
filled and then inverted into a
glass dish, with the whole apparatus supported to one side
and above the pot or box. A
siphon of glass tubing or" a wick
draws the solution in continuous
drip onto the sand.
A little more complicated system is to suspend the plants in
a large jar containing only the
nutrient solution. A cork stopper
WASHES CLOTHES
with holes, or mesh netting, may
be used to support the plant,
< ^ R I N S E S - 3 TIMES
with the roots extending through
You'll aaa * oomplata waaft- the holes into the solution.
lnf with no on* working at
The elevated reservoir jar
1 ? D A M P DRYS CLOTHES
sill No apfllad watar, BO
leads a continuous drip of solusteamy washday odors.
tion into this growth jar, and
CLEANS ITSELF
No tabs to empty or AO.
another siphon leads the excess
Tho
Bandix
Is
so
Mat,
a*
solution into a discard jar, plac< 1 0 DRAINS ITSELF
compact it's a smart addied at a lower level on the other
tion to titchan or laundry.
side of the growth jar. This sys< 6 ^ SHUTS ITSELF OFF
tem, however, requires another
tube to force air into the growth
^ E N D S WASHDAY WORK
jar. The jar must be covered
from reck down to keep the
SAVES CLOTHES
roots in darkness.

Wonder Plants Crow

Through

Hydroponics

B. P. 0. ELKS

Eight highway construction or
repair projects are in progress
in western Kentucky.
The status of each project, listed by the Department of Highways for June, follows:
U. S. 88—Benton-Eggner's Ferry road, Marshall county, from
Fairdealing to Aurora, under
construction. Grade, drain and
surfacing. Open to traffic.
U. S.
68—Hopkinsville-Elton
road, Christian county, Hopkinsville to Fairview. Under construction for grade, drain and
concrete pavement. Open to traffic.
Ky. 70—Madisonville-Fredonla
oad, Caldwell county, from Flatrock to Fryer. Grade, drain and
s u r f a c e . New location. Nj>
through traffic.
Ky. 95—Benton-Murray road,
ASSAILS WALLACE — Rep.
Marshall and Calloway,
from
Herbert A. Meyer
(above)
Benton' to Murray.
Kentucky
(R-Kas) called former vicerock asphalt surface. Open to
president
Henry A. Wallace
traffic.
ithe evil tool of those who
Ky. 121—Murray-New Concord
would destroy America" and
road, Calloway, from Cherry
asked the House in WashingCorner to Tennessee state line.
ton (June 11) "When will the
Bituminous surface road mix.
attorney general do his duty
Open to traffic.
and indict this renegade?"
Ky.
147—Tolu-Ford's
Ferry
(AP Wirephoto)
road, Crittenden, from Tolu to
Ky. 91v-approximately mile south
Mississippi became a territory
of Ohio river. Grade, drain and
traffic bound limestone.
New in 1798.
location. No through traffic.
Ky. 293—Princeton-Providence
road, Caldwell, from Fryer to
4.047 miles north. Grade, drain
and traffic bound limestone. New
location. No through traffic.
Ky. 307 — Fulton-Metropolis
road, Carlisle and Hickman, from
junction of Ky. 288 to Ky. 98.
Grade, drain and traffic-bound
bank gravel. New location. No
through traffic.

State Puts 'Em In;
Roy Pulls 'Em Out
Decatur, 111. — iJP) — Angling
is easy if you know the angles.
While 3,000 catfish were being
dumped into Dreamland lake,
young Roy Northland tossed in
his line, caught an eight-inch
fish and left before the conservation officer could say: Get
away from here, boy."
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" N o t More, But Better Merchandise"

'

exclusively yours
(Incorporated)
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The United States has 31 million telephones; the rest of the
An ordinance fixing the 1947 world, 21 million.
tax rate on city property the
same as last year was unanimously
adopted
at
Monday
night's Council meeting, attended
by Councilmen Denham, Joe
Gruduate
Jones, Gus Jones, • Stone, WadAuctioneer
lington and Ma?or W. L. Cash.
The ordinance is published elsewhere in this issue.
Final report of City Assessor
Princeton, K y .
Kellie Beshears showed the city
Route 1, Phdne
anticipated an increase of $2,388
Farmersville 2821
in its revenue as a result of a
raise in assessment of $298,582,
which aggregated $2,158,235.00.
The assessment of white property owners totaled $2,070,175,
divided as follows: real estate,
$1,581,714; personal, $489,001. The
assessment of Negro property
owners totaled $87,520, divided
as follows: real estate, $75,590.00;
personal, $11,930.00. There were
1,131 white polls listed and 189
colored. Dogs listed by white
owners totaled 176; colored owners, 62..
Chas. Duke was elected a
member of the police force and
Aaron Dillingham is to continue
a member of the force under
temporary appointment.

AUCTION
SERVICE

BUCK MORSE

W. H. Johnson
J. Y. O'Bannon

For Immediate
Delivery O n
M O N U M E N T S
SEE

OUR

STOCK—THE

LARGEST IN WEST KY.

Padueah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Padueah,

i

Kentucky

Phone 799

•

Ptpti-Cola Company, Long Iiland City, N. 7„,

Everybody reads The Leader!

Franchised Bottler:

Pepsi Cola

Hopkinsville Bottling Company

I

R A D I O
When You W a n t to

B

U

Y

Or when you need

R EPAI RS

Phone 2 6 0

ROEBUCK

I

Princeton, Ky.

S. Seminary St.

CO.

ORDER OFFICE

-

WERE

Priscilla Curtains

$3.98 pr.

Print Toweling (cotton)

NOW
$2.37

39 yd.

.29 yd.

3 7 yd.

.29 yd.

3.79 yd.

1.98 yd.

Print Toweling Linen
and Rayon
Upholstery Material

I®'

Large size only Women's
Cotton bloomers

.46

.29

10

.05

5 % D.D.T. (pint-on 8 oz. ..

.27

.10

5 % D.D.T. (pint-on 16 oz)

.42

.15

5 % D.D.T. (pint-on 32 oz)

.63

.20

Utility Brushes

Well known brand insecticide
Spray 1 G a l

1.29

.49

» 3.39

1.98

C a k e Serving Sets

1.07

.79

Mirror Trays

2.79

1.19

Stamp Albums

1.26

.50

Ref. Bible, King James .... 3 . 6 3

1.98

Glass Boudoir

Stationery,
Children's
t

96

.39

Stationery, Regal Lace

96

.39

Stationery, Mayflower

96

.39

Stationery, Smoothie

94

.39

Dish Cloth Dolls

69

.35

Dish Cloth Dolls

69

.35

Jeweled Leather Upholster

.94

.35

2-pc matched luggage set 17.88

9.98

2-pc matched luggage .... 3.48

2.49

Fishing vests

3.29

1.25

Tennis
Shorts (Small, Med., 2 . 5 0
Large)
Electric Motors Vi H. P.

.98
.

' HHP

Wide J a w Plyers with wire cutters
Craftsman Cross-cut saws
Hundreds of other items available at Slash-

Wear

company re-

Princeton Lumber Cc

SEARS
Description

automobile

Call or see

Some new automobile inner
tuges of synthetic rubber can go
five months without checking.

TONIGHT

BENDIX^Home Laundry

••
•

Old Tax Rate Is /
Fixed For 1947

An

ports a new brake which adjusts
Itself as its lining wears.

ed Prices not listed here.
Additional items in 60-page circular at the
office.

JUNE 19th through JUNE "28th
IT'S COMING!

LET'S CELEBRATE!!
»

T h e big event our ...customers look forward to
is going to be bigger and better this year than 1
ever! We've taken the lid off prices for this!
exclusive Sears celebration . . . we've bought
special merchandise . . . we've m a d e somei
mighty thrilling price reductions on regular,
catalog merchandise. Here
just a few . . .
there are many, many more. But hurry, they
won't last long at these give-away prices!!

HAM

ROEBUCK AND CO.
-ORDER

107 W. Court Square

OFFICE-

Telephone 790

M

•SOU
_
^
1
Thursday, June 19. tyJ
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City Pays Two
Funding Bonds

Local C.Y.F. Members
Conduct Worship Service

Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal
Named To 4-Year Term
On Library Board

:

r ~

I ::

1

:

y *J

Report of recent street repairing was made at Monday night's
Council meeting, attended by
Councilmen Denham, Joe Jones,
Gus Jones, Stone, Wadlington,
•with Mayor Caah presiding.
Payment of two $1,000 funding bonds and interest charges,
due June 1, 1947, was reported
and the bonds were destroyed.
Expenditure was $2,320, reducing the city's bonded indebtedness to $73,000, of which $59,000
represents the water works
bonded debt, an official said.
Mayor Cash announced appointment of Mrs, J. J. Rosenthal a member of the Board of
Trustees of the George Coon
Public Library for a full 4-year
term, ending June 13, 1951. Other
members of the boird, whose
terms have not expired, are' Mrs.
Frank Wood, Mrs. Alene J. Akin,
Dr. B. L. Keeney and Dr. Ralph
L. Cash.

Card Of Thanks
We wish to thank our friends
and neighbors for their kind consideration of our son, Bill, during his convalescence from an
accidental gunshot wound. Those
who visited him and those who
sent flowers. Also do we thank
Dr. Cash for his kindness in
treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Maple Rickard
and Family.
ltp

V

Members of the C.Y.F. organization of the Christian Church
conducted evening worship service Sunday! The program was
announced by Joel Stallins and
the conferees related their experiences at the Conference at
Kuttawa last week. Miss Marietta Stallins received her dip4oma at graduation exercise held
Saturday morning. Those attending conference this year were:
Misses Marietta Stallins,
Sue
Darnell, Mary Louise Sigler,
Clara Jean Cash, Norma Sue
Cartwright, Wilma Jean Prince,
Dorla Dean Stallins; Messrs.
Howard Ledford, Joel Stallins,
Charles Cummins, Wm. Harmon,
Twyman Boren
and Tom W.
Collins.

Two P'ton FHA Girls
Attend State Meet
Betty Jean Dunn, president
and Anna Kilgore, secretary, of
Butler High Chapter, Future
Homemakers of America, attended the State meeting of the
F.H.A. at Eastern State Teachers
College, Richmond, June 6 and
7. They were accompanied by
their adviser, Miss Mary Dancle
Hodge.
While on the trip many places
of interest were visited including Calumet Farm, to see Whirlaway, Pensive and other famous
racehorses; the air field, at Lexington; a tour of Center College,
Transylvania, University of Kentucky, Eastern State Teachers
College, Old Kentucky Home and
St. Joseph Cathedral, at Bardstown.

The

QUAKER

I

Oil-Burning Space Heater
Convenient, Efficient,
Economical Heating!
Now on Display at

ELDRED HDMfE. CO
/

'

Phone 321

I

Waterfield Pledges

(Continued from page one)
would furnish the leadership for
a State hospital licensing law,
without which Kentucky cannot
share in federal funds for new
community health centers. He
also said he would work for at
least one well equipped college
for doctors, to relieve the dire
shortage of physicians in the
State, and that he favored a full
time health unit in every county.
Waterfield advocated a program of advance in all fields of
State government, with particular emphasis on expansion of
cheap electric power afforded
by T.V.A. and R.E.A.
"I will be able to do the
things I promise because I will
not be bound by any special interest or a combination of professional politicians," he said. "I
charge that my opponent is in
the opposite position. He will be
bound to the vested interests and
combination of professional politicians who support him. They
fill demand and obtain special
consideration in the administration any program my opponent
might advocate."
Waterfield's proposed program
in various fields were headlined
by these specific recommendations:
Education — A common-school
fund of $34,500,000, in contrast
to the present fund of $18,500,000.

Highways—A rural-road fund
of $10,000,000 a year, five times
greater than ever before.
Taxation—A 5 percent levy on
pari-mutuel
betting,
with a
"drastic reduction" in the 50cent rate on intangibles, and
"greater exemptions" in the inheritance-tax laws.
Utilities — Appointment of a
Public S e r v i c e Commission
"friendly and helpful" to the
programs of T.V.A. and R.E.A.
Conservation — Expansion of
soil-conservation services; program to restore depleted forest
areas; expansion of State parks
needed to support greater tourist economy; creation of a commission to administer State
parks with operating personnel
out of politics.
Veterans' Affairs
"I shall
harken to the request of the
veterans as they are given to
me through the veterans' organizations."
State Fair—Take it out of politics, with immediate application
of the 1946 State Fair Reorganization Act.
Among those from Caldwell
county who attended the Waterfield rally were: Mrs. Ray Martin, Mrs. Anna Dean McElroy,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Little, Dr. I.
Z. Barber, Bayless Cantrell, Garland Shoulders, Ovid Smith, L.
C. Blane, V. T. White, C. D.
Thomas, S. J. Satterfield, Frank
Boyd, Marion P. Brown, William
L,. Jones, G. M. Pedley.

Deaths-Funerals

Pickens Pitches
3-Hit Shutout

Regulars Score Seventh
Win Over Palma
Here Sunday

100J
FINDS $19,000 — Pretty Bette
Baker, 18, (above) of Covington, Ky., found $19,000 in a
handbag in the Greater Cincinnati Airport
restaurant,
where she Is a waitress. Nat
Weiner, Miami, Fla., who said
he left the handbag in the restaurant, said he would return
for it and "reward Miss Baker
handsomely." (AP Wirephoto)

Princeton Golfers
Lose At Madisonville

Princeton Country Club golfers fell victims at the hands of
Madisonville players there last
Sunday by the overwhelming
score of 44-7, in a golf match.
Sam Koltinsky, Jr., was low man
for both teams with 74 points.
Sunday, June 22, marks another day of a golf tournament at
Madisonville with a four-city
meet, including teams from Fulton, Mayfield, Paducah and
Princeton competing.
Those representing the Princeton club Sunday were: Sam Koltinsky, Jr., Merle Brown, Hugh
Cherry, Jr., John Hackett, Carroll Wadlington, W. T. Davis,
Burchfield, Clyde Kercheval, K.
V. Bryant, John Morgan, Philip
Stevens, W. Wadlington, Kenneth Spickard, Whitford, R. C.
Kavanaugh, Mark Cunningham
and Roy Rowland.

Mr. And Mrs. Bailey Pride
Die Of Heart Attacks

Bob Stevens' Princeton Regulars, with an airtight infield and
the help of right hander Jim
Pickens, who pitched a threehit shutout, swamped the Palma
nine 6-0 on the local diamond
Sunday, to win their seventh
game of eight starts.
Pierce doubled in the initial
inning with two men on to plate
the first two runs. He hit another double into left center field
in the fifth with two on, to
move in two more runs. Patterson scored the Regulars' last
two runs in the eighth when he
hit a double with two on.
The locals will be host to the
Burna nine here next Sunday at
2:30 o'clock at the old ball park.
R H E
Princeton
200 020 02—6 11 1
Palma
000 000 00—t) 3 2
Pickens and Morgan; Knott
and Ellington.

Sugar Purchases
Show Big Jump

Sugar buying has tripled in
one of Princeton's chain groceries
since rationing expired Thursday June IS and another store
said its sugar sales have doubled.
The chain stores are limiting
sugar purchases to 10 pounds
a customer and expect to have
sufficient supplies to go around
if sales stay normal.
Ezra Franklin,
manager of
Red Front Store No. 34, said
"What is limiting our sugar supply now is difficulty in transportation. We have received
word that our warehouses have
bought three carloads of sugar
but it will be a matter of time
before we will get our share,"
he said.
One grocery operator here
commented: "People want sugar
when they can't get it, but when
it is abundant, they can do without."
His store is not limiting the
sale of sugar, Sam Koltinsky said
Monday.

Madisonville, (AP) — L. B.
Pride, 66, suffered a fatal heart Everybody reads The Leader!
attack while eating breakfast in
his home here last Friday. Thirty
minutes later, his 55-year-old
wife was dead, also of a heart
attack. '
»
t
Pride was past potentate o/!
CI
Razpah Shrine Temple here. Mrs.
Pride was active in religious
work.
They were the parents of Bailey. Pride, an ensign on the U. S.
battleship Oklahoma, who was
killed when the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor.

C a r d Of Thanks

^

p-iaiiy wish u, th.nk

lean Legion Post No.jjy
I wish to extend my heartfelt bearers, flower glrU,
and sincere thanks to all 'kind Asbrldgi and Stegall f 0r VT1
Percy Dalton
frienda, neighbors and relatives
Funeral services for Percy who rendered help in my sud- comforting words, Imogen. 2 *
stead for the beaut,/ui m
Dalton, 4S, who died at his home
den and sad bereavement. I es- and all who offered h j *
on Marlon Road Sunday afternoon, were held at Good Springs with the Rev. O. M. Shultz, of- sympathy as a token of resL 1
Marie Rustin
H
Presbyterian
Church Tuesday ficiating. Mr. Piercy was a form—
_
afternoon at 2 o'clock, with the er resident here and was a gunRev. J. R. King, of Blackford, smith by trade. Burial was in
Sugar supplies nothing in
officiating, assisted by the Rev. Cedar Hill Cemetery.
trition except calories.
'
W. W. Rutherford, church pastor,
and Rev. Henry Rowland, pastor
of the White Sulphur Baptist
Church.
A son of the late„Elmer and
Nannie Vinson Dilton, Mr. Dalton had been partially crippled
" M y Mother In Now Taking night. Constipation kept me uk
since 1929, when he was injured
Retonga And She Praises ing harsh laxatives, and % j
in a mine accident. He had been
It As Much AH I Do,"
more I took the more I had to
able to operate his grocery unDeclare* Mr. Mill*. Felt
til the last year, when he was
take. Mornings I often got
So Had He Often Couldn't
confined to his bed. I^e was
feeling so weakened I ^ J
Work A Full Day
born in Caldwell county and was
"Retonga proved ao grand for hold out to work all day.
a member of the Good Springs
"My relief by Retonga i, u ,
Presbyterian Church. In 1931, me that I want to tell others
he married
the former Lona about such a fine medicine," de- great that I once more cr„,
clares Mr. Carlo Mills, well food and eat anything I W|al
Mitchell.
Survivors include his widow, known farmer and veteran of I sleep restfully and get up fed.
his mother, two sisters, Mrs. Lex- World War II, of Hammonds, ing good. My mother is now tai
ie Tosh and Miss Georgia Dal- Ky. Discussing Retonga Mr. Mills ing and praising it as much J
I do. It's a grand medicine."
ton, four nephews, three nieces gratefully states:
and a great-nephew, all of CaldRetonga is intended to relies
"Nervous indigestion got me
well county.
to where I often could not do a distress due to insufficient Qo»
Pallbearers were Lexie Tosh, full days work. My appetite was of digestive juices in the nJ
Johnson Tosh, Ronald Harper, gone and what little I ate seem- mach, loss of appetite, ViUmfc
Major Dalton, Hilbert Teear and ed to turn to acid in my stomach? B-l deficiency and constip^
David Mitchell.
I felt restless and high strung, Accept no substitute. Ret^m I
Flower girls were Misses Blon- and I slept so little that it seem- may be obtained at Dawsoe,
dell and Naomi Tosh, Sarah and ed to me I was up and down all Drug Store.
Mary Banister
and Mesdames
Ronald Harper, Hilbert Teear,
Aaron Rogers and Kermlt Vinson.
Burial was in Norman cemeRepresentatives from the
tery.
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Nashville, Tenn.

Will be in Princeton and Caldwell county this

For Sale

week and next.

Wood Speed Boat

Will check on trees previously

sold the past few years and will book orders for

Hand constructed using mahogany lumber — powered by
105 H. P. Chrysler Marine
motor. Boat and motor in A-l
condition. Price $1750.00. See
or call

Fall delivery.
IT WILL PAY Y O U TO WAIT AND SEE US.

W. M. Gott
Hopkinsville, Ky.

V a Iues

Summer

In

Furniture

i

pa,»ing ^ j

H. R. Potter Nursery

Funeral services for W. W.
Piercy, 84, who died at the home
of his daughter, Mrs. L E. Whitton, Hammond, Ind., were held
at Brown's Funeral Home Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
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Extra comfortable for your leisure hours on porch or lawn—Heavy
metal frame, ball bearing suspension, water-resistant covers, in
W e are trained and equipped to give you a jam-up
lubricating and cooling-system cleaning job, and
carry a complete line of the famous A T L A S Tires.
Batteries and Accessories.

ATLAS
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BELTS

ALL SIZES
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All Metal

Gliders

ATLAS

White enamel trimmed j n green, comfortabJe form-fitting seats.

SPARK-PLUGS

Also Glider Chairs, Swings, Settee and Straight Chair to match.

CHAMPION

H O P K I N S V I L L E

WADLINGTON

Service Station
Phone 491-J
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Princeton Furniture & Und. Co.
Princeton, Ky.
41 Years of Dependable
PHONE-32

SAVE

Service
NIGHT—18
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Half
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•

•

fa/omeni
Dorothy

ENGAGEMENT

Miss Katharine Gairvtt was a
visitor in Hopkinsville
Monday.
• • •
Mrs. George Gess has returned
to her home in Lexington after
a visit to Mrs. R. D. Garrett
and Miss Katharine Garrett, N*
Jefferson street.

Ann Davis

Workers

ig

Pacfe

P jeM&naU

ANNOUNCED

•

un a hill against the sky,
clouds and winds were
passing by,
Jere

|man and horse were plowing
round;
•
furrow's" end they turned
round,
«*

*

d steadily they started back
the straight and earthy
rack.

e import of the thing they
tiade
it deeper than the urgent
(lade;

•

•

»

•

•

•

•

Miss Gloria Koltinsky has returned
from Duke University,
Raleigh, N. C., to spend the summer with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Koltinsky, Eddyville
Road.

nal-Marquess

wedding of interest here
that of W. D. Hunt of Vicks, Miss., and Mrs. Nettie G.
,ey of New Orleans, La. The
i were exchanged
in the
,e of Reverend and Mrs. Mcn, Presbyterian minister of
idian, Miss,
on Thursday,
5. Mrs. Hunt's only atant was her daughter, Mrs.
old Scallan of New Orleans
le W. C. Hunt of Vicksburg
red his father as best man.
nmediately following
the
tmony, a reception was held
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
rge Temple
on
Hillcrest
ire, Meridian.
ter a short--trip Mr. and
Hunt will be at home to
friends at Jackson street,
iburg.
s. Hunt is the former Netresham, of Princeton, daughof the late R. L. Gresham.

.

Dr. and Mrs. James C. Salato
and son, Michael, left Monday
night for Syracuse, N. Y., where
he will finish his internship,
after completing six months at
Norton
Infirmary,
Louisville.
Mrs. Salato and son have been
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
I. D. Worrell, West Main street,
the last year.

at they achieved, those two
ip there,
i meaning that the world
light share.
Dolores Cairns

ney-Hunt

•

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood were
in Providence last weekend to
Visit their daughter-in-law, Mrs.
C. M. Wood, Jr., and little grandson, C. M., Ill at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Wynn.

Bng

he marriage of Miss Mary
i Munal, daughter of Mr.
Mrs. James L. Munal, Jr.,
Paducah, and Carl W. Maris, of Princeton, son of the
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Mars, took place Sunday, June
he Rev. A. M. Parrish read
double ring
ceremony at
o'clock in the home of the
jde's grandparents, Mr. and
, G. R Emerson, 1807 Bridge
et. Todd Yates of Murray
best man.
reception followed at the
e of the bride's parents,
r. and Mrs. Marquess left
a wedding trip to the west
will be at home after June
in Paducah.
Gth Mr. and Mrs. Marquess
return in the fall to Murray
: college from which they
be graduated next June.
Marquess is taking preparawork for medicine. Mrs.
quess is affiliated with Alpha
pa Alpha.
tincetonians
attending the
ling were
Mr. and Mrs.
ard Prescott, Mrs. Sam Marand Miss Martha Sells.

•

Miss Mary Wilson Eldred and
Mrs. Marshall Eldred have returned to Mrs. Eldred's home in
Louisville after a visit to Cumberland Falls and points in Virginia They also visited Mr. and
Mrs. James L. Stegar and family
in Abingdon, Va.

•

•

•

Mrs. R. W. Brown, Mrs. Mary
W.
Stone, Billy Brown and
George French spent Tuesday in
Paducah.
Christian Sunday School
Teachers Take Training
A Laboratory Training School
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh A. Goodwin, Hopkinsville street, anconducted at the Hopkinsville
nounce the engagement of their daughter, Sarah, to Mr. Warren
Christian Church last week,
Jackson, Jr., River Forest, 111., son of Mr. and Mrs. Warren
sponsored by the State office to
Jackson, also of River Forest.
train Christian Church Sunday
Miss Goodwin is a graduate of the University of Kentucky,
School teachers of this area, was
and Mr. Jackson is a graduate of Purdue University.
attended from the local church
The wedding will take place in the fall.
•
by Mrs. A. P. Cook, Miss Eliza
Nail, Mrs. Lewis Boren, and
two-piece dress with black and School, and Mrs. Gray has been
Mrs. Hazel Dobbins.
white accessories, and her cor- employed
at the Cumberland
sage was of red carnations.
Manufacturing Co. the last 3
About half of all the oranges
Attendants were Mr. and Mrs. years.
and lemons and practically all
Marvin Darnell, brother and
Mr. Gray served 3 years in the grapefruit produced in the
sister-in-law of the bridegroom. the Army with the 104th In- world this season were grown in
The bride has been employed fantry, "Timber Wolf" Division. the United States.
at the Cumberland Manufacturing Co. the last 3 years, and Mr.
Darnell, after serving 4% years
in the Army, two of which were
y t o a t a
are, d e a r
overseas, is now employed at
Cedar Bluff Stone Co.
Corn, for flavor and energy,
After a wedding trip to Mamand soya for body-building
moth Cave, Mr. and Mrs. Darnell
proteins, are a big help to each
are at home at 117 Young stree'
other in bringing you the delicious new cereal that's really
Ramey-Gray
nourishing . . . Kellogg's CornThe marriage of Miss Magda- Soya. Get it at your grocer's.
lene Ramey, of Princeton, and
Mr. Wallis D. Gray, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hurley Gray, of the
Rock Castle community,
took
place Wednesday, June 11, at
the home of the officiating minister, the Rev. L. B. Hooks, Lamasco. Attendants were Mr. and
Mrs. Hayden Cunningham.
S»*i SOYA
Silly CORN
The bride wore navy blue with
for body-bullding
far flavor and
white accessories, and her flowprottim
ers were white carnations.
Mr. and Mrs. Gray are both
tide™*7 7
T H E GREATEST N A M E IN C E R E A L S
vV «
graduates of Trigg County High
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The Leader
Congratulates

of a son, James William, June
at Princeton Hospital.
•

,

«

•

Mr. and Mrs. Eulis Loyd Sumner, N. Darby street, on the birth
of s son, June 13, at Princeton
Hospital, He has been nemed
Gregory Steve.

Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Rohrer,
1312 Bellemead* Avenue, Evansville, Ind., on the birth of a son,
James Nolan, at Deaconess Hos•
•
•
pital, June 14. Mrs. Rohrer is
Mrs. John A. Collyer, Marion,
the former Mary Margaret Johnson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Route 1, on the birth of a daughHarry Johnson, S. Jefferson ter, Carolyn Annetta, June 14.
» • •
Mrs. Collyer is the former RobMr. and Mrs. A. B. Dement, bie Jewell Rustin. Mr. Collyer
Jr., Murfreesboro, Tenn., on the died June 6.
birth of a son, A. B. Ill, June 7.
Mrs. Dement is the former Charlotte Adams, who was employed Country Club Bridge
with the Farm Security office
Continuing a series of summer
here several years ago,
and bridge gameB for ladies at the
made her home with Mr. and Princeton Country Club last
Mrs. J. D. Stephens, Washing- Thursday afternoon, there were
ton street.
18 members participating.
•
•
•
At the tables
players were
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Orvle Mesdames Iley McGough, Hugh
McCallister, W. Main street, on Cherry, B. K. Amos and R. A.
the birth of a son, Sidney Earl, McConnell.
June 6, at Princeton Hospital.
Mesdames
R.
S.
Gregory,
Mrs. McCallister is the former George D. Hill, W. L. Mays and
Martha Satterfield.
Jimmy Landis.
•
•
•
Mesdames P h i l i p Mitchell,
Mr. and Mrs. James Paul Art- Ralph Randolph, Jim Shrewsman, Highland Avenue, on the bury and Billy Hodge.
birth of a daughter, Rebecca
Mesdames
Gordon
Lisanby,
Irene, June 8, at Princeton Hos- Billy McConnell, Johnny Hackett
pital.
and Billy McElroy.
I • • •
Misses Nancy Dee Hearne, Jo
Mr. and Mrs. William Copel Ann Pickering, Gloria Koltinsky
Griffin, Roate 8, on the 'birth and Betty Jo Linton.

F r e e

Homemakers'

Schedule

June 28 — Quinn, 1:30 P.M.,
Miss Vera Drennan, hdstess.
June 24—Cobb, 2:00 P.M., Mrs.
Clyde O. Wood, hostess.
Jun» 25 — Farmersville, 1:30
P.M., Mrs. Pat Tyrie, hostess.

FK8

Mr. and Mrs. Hickman Baldree, Frankfort, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Woodall and family, aud
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Woodall
and family, all of Fadtacah, and
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Woodall, Jr.,
Murray, visited Mr. and Mrs. C.
A. iWoodall,
M
i f i i iS.M Joffdrsen
i H i S street.
H H
last weekerid.1

WEDDING
SPECIALISTS
FOR
Twenty-five Years
And 3800 Brides
*

»

CORDON CAYCE
HOPKINSVILLE
CHINA - SILVER - CRYSTAL • JEWELRY

I

So You're Going To Be A June Bride!

I

Read W h a t Jordan's has to Offer the June Brides!

I
I

FOR THE OLDEST JUNE BRIDE
If yoa are a June Bride, no matter how long ago,
you will be given special recognition at JORDAN'S
during the month of June. We will give absolutely
free a fine handsome regular $69.50 Easy Chair or a
36-pieee set of King Edward silverware to the June
bride who has been married the longest to the same
man. All you have to do, is visit our store during
June, register your name and address, and the year
and date you were married. In case of tie, will draw
for the gift. All June Brides who visit our store will
receive a free souvenir.

L
1
]

FOR THE NEWEST JUNE BRIDE
For the June Bride who has been married the shortest
length of time up to 12 o'clock midnight, June 30,
1947, we will give absolutely free a Westinghouse Electric Roaster which retails for $41.95. All you have
to do is to visit our store during June, register your
name and address, and date and hour you were, or
will be married. In case of tie, we will draw for the
prize. Every June Bride-to-be who visits our store
will receive a free souvenir.
SPECIAL PRICES IN ALL DEPARTMENTS
Group to make it easy to do your shopping have been
set up. Our able salesmen with years of experience
will be eager to serve you and help you to select your
outfit the wise and economical way. Over a quarter
of a century of experience in setting June Brides up,
to housekeeping will be at your command.
For those who are not June Brides, but who are in the
market for furniture, floor coverings, appliances, yard
and summer furniture, do not fail to come jn and take
advantage of the many bargains which we have to offer
during June—the month of brides and the month of
super-furniture values.

Like all other months in the year, you'll do better by shopping and buying your furniture and rug
needs here.

e wedding took place in
insville Monday, June 16,
•our o'clock.
e bride wore a white suit
blue accessories, and her
ge was of pink roses,
tendants were his sisters,
Nora Belle Jones, Louisand Mrs. Sylvia McPherPrinceton, and Miss MariStallins, also of Princeton,
e couple will leave soon for
ornia, where Mr. Tanner
resume his position as x-ray
ician in a San Bernardino
ital.

ADVICE TC JUNE

BCIDCS:

You won't be wrong if you let JORDAN'S experienced Salesmen help you select your outfit.
save money and worry.

Handsome 13-Piece Walnut Veneered Bedroom
Suite —
.
i t'
Regular Value $231.20
JUNE SPECIAL
ALL 13 PIECES —

149 9 *

(If you are a 1947 June Bride, you will receive, in
addition, a pair of lovely Golden Gate Fieldcrest
sheets.)

r. and Mrs. Arby Sigler, Star
fe 5, announce the marriage
neir daughter, Marie, to Mr• Darnell, son of Mr. and
Carl Darnell, Princeton,
ke wedding took place Satly, June 14, at the home of
|Rev. C. A. Ladd, Hopkinswho performed the cere-

Qa1 the Jtiuuuj, Room
12 PIECES

FULL SIZED HOLLYWOOD BED,
5 Pieces
Only —

99

A Regular $210.25 Value.

All 12 Pieces
Only —

1 4 9

(If you are a 1947 June Bride, a Lovely Picture in
addition)

fyo* the QueU Room

ke bride wore an aqua blue

You'll

Be sure and read free offer.

the Be<$Aoam

ter-Darnell

SAVE THE
SUMMER F L A V O R —
JR W I N T E R
PLEASURE

':

t
From the time you've been carried over the threshold
we'd like to be the ones to lift your home furnishing
worries off your shoulders. Whatever it may b® . . .
home outfits, room outfits, a cocktail table, a lamp . . .
we have it, in a myriad of thrilling styles and interpretations. Come in and let us help you!

sr. and Mrs.
Major Ladd,
^ceton, announce the marof their daughter, Dorothy
Erne, to Mr. Joseph fe. Tanson of Mr. and Mrs. I. B.
of
San
Bernardino,

ressure . . .
. . . Canners

-

.

the Kitchen
Lovely 5-Piece Chrome Breakfast Suite with extension table, red leather seated chairs, a Kitchen Cabi-

(Regular $129.45 Value)

»

net, and a 32-Piece Dinner Set.

Twice Blessed

Studio. 6oucli

QUEEN MAKE suits you like s charm in this wsrm
weather one piece dress of gala rayon sheer print. It's
slimming and flattering . , . and*very special with ice-cool
crystal buttons! Yellow, rose, light green, aqua. Sizes 12-20.

All 38 Pieces for Only

A Couch by Day, a Comfortable Bed by night.
Regular $89.95 value
JUNE SPECIAL —

3 ( 5
W J

C F

(For a 1947 June Bride, a nice kitchen stool as an
additional feature).

FOR YOUR C O N V E N I E N C E , STORE
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT.

Quart and
Half Gallon
Sizes

Princeton,

In Hopkinsville It's

layce-Yost Co.

BUY ON E A S Y TERMS

H O P K I N S V I L L E

Incorporated

HW.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR YOUR MONEY BACK.

Jordan Furniture Co.

PHONE 394

(Incorporated)

' S

9 J cc

A Regular $125.10 Value

L E A D I N G

8th and MAIN STS.
BUY

HOME

ON

EASY

FURNISHERS"

TERMS

v

i

|
I

*1

m&M
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State Sponsoring
Junior Camps

Frankfort, June 10 — Between
1,200 and 1,500 Junior Conservation
Club
members
from
throughout Kentucky will participate in summer camps at Kentucky Lake and Dale Hollow between now and September 1,
Earl Wallace, director of the Division of Game and Fish announced today.

Early hybrid corns, such aa
U. S. IS, can be planted in Kentucky as late as July 1, says the
UeiVertity of Kentucky Experiment Station, in reply to farmers who have been unable to
get their corn in, on account of
wet weather.
For silage, Ky. 102 hybrid
corn or other kinds will still
make good yields. Soybeans can
be planted as late as July 1, using Lincoln, Illini or other early
varieties for seed, and Kingway
for hay. Sudan grass can be
sowed as late as July 15...

Already some of the boys are
enjoying the camp life on the
banks of Kentucky Lake, this
period having opened June 1,
The flavor of cheese gives inand will continue there until
terest to many foods which
June 22, when the camp site will
otherwise seen bland and mobe shifted to Dale Hollow, where
notonous. A cheese sauce may
seven additjpnal weeks of campbe served with practically all
ing will be held.
vegetables, such as cauliflower,
The junior camping program,
snap beans, onions, potatoes and
under supervision of Organizacarrots, thereby adding calcium
tion Superintendent Ed Adams,
and minerals to the menu, acis a new project with the Diviscording to food specialists at the
ion of Game and Fish and is beUK College of Agriculture and
ing offered club members with
Home Economics.
the hope of teaching boys to be
Shredded cheese, served In
better conservationists.
generous quantity on cooked vegDuring their one to two weeks
tables, adds to both the food
stay at the camps the boys will
value and appetite appeal.
be taught, under expert superSNAP BEANS WITH
vision, the game and fish laws
CHEESESAUCE
of the State, compass reading,
4 cups snap beans
how to handle boats, shooting
—
and casting, bird and tree iden- 1 cup milk
tification. Swimming
sessions, 2 tablespoons bacon fat
with skilled swimmers in charge, 1% cups shredded cheese
will be held each day. Camp M teaspoon salt
Wash the beans and cut in
games of all types have been
provided for the boys, Mr. Wal- pieces about a half inch long.
lace pointed out, and the boys Cook in boiling salted water unwill be taught how to play while til tender, using as littlp water
learning more about conserva- as possible. Drain. Make a white
sauce by combining flour and bation.
Boys from clubs in the First con fat and adding hot milk, a
and Second districts are attend- little at a time. Cook until
ing the camp at Kentucky Lake, thickened. Add grated cheese
and those from the other seven and served over the beans.
Menu: Meat loaf, parsley butDistricts is the State will participate in the Dale Hollow ex- tered potatoes, snap beans with
cheese sauce, radishes, onions,
cursion.
biscuits, butter and chocolate
Everybody reads The Leader! pudding.

Recipe Of Week
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Poultry Profits
Holding Up Well

Not Too Late To
Plant Early Corn

,1 Bpy Conservationists Are
Getting Training At
Kentucky Lake

,

Thursday, June 19. 19 J

<
K

Tax Notice

Poultry profits held near the
top in April, despite high feed
costs, according to records which
36 farmer* sent to the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Home Economics. Nearly 4,000 hens returned
an average of 4£ cents each
above cash expenses. This was
the highest April return In 10
years, with the exception of 1945,
when demonstration flock owners reported a net of 50 cents
a hen.
9 \
Here are some suggestions
made by Stanley Caton, extension specialist in poultry for the
college:
^
Hatchery'supply flock-owners
should start selecting cockerels
for next year before any fryers
are sold or eaten. Pick out the
big, fast-growing, fast-feathering
birds.
Vaccinate young stock for fowl
pox when 8 to 12 weeks old.
Save feed by filling self-feeders only partly full. Also save
feed by selling culls and hens
EISENHOWERS ALL—Pictured at a wedding reception in the officers beach club at Fort Monroe, that have quit laying. Put pulVa., are from left: the former Barbara Jean Thompson and new husband Capt. John Eisen- lets on good pasture.
hower, and Mrs. and Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, army chief of staff. The reception followed the
Instead of carrying water, rig
wedding ceremony of the junior Eisenhowers at the Centaurian Church. (AP Wirephoto)
up a barrel and float on a sled,
so it can be moved about with
the flock. Good water is imWhat It Means:
portant.
If planning to build a large
whole issue of government ver- Commission, told me she be- laying house, send to the college
By Clarke Beach
Washington—The myth of job sus private employment. Here lieves government workers in for new plans for a house to
security among so-called "per- are some pertinent facts on the the lower salary brackets are hold 400 to 500 hens.
subject:
better off than they would be
manent civil service employes"
Turnover in government is in private industry.
has been exploded.
normally small, even during a
Clerks, t y p is t s, messengers, Nurses Scorn Jinx
Oklahoma
City
— (JP) —
Arthur S. Flemming, Civil change in administration. (In etc., get better wages, she said,
Service Commissioner, estimates President Cleveland's first ad- and enjoy greater advantages in Nurses in training at the Univerthat 52j000 persons with perma- ministration, 1885-'89, the turn- working conditions, rights and sity of Oklahoma medical school
here are not superstitious. A
nent civil service appointments over was 80 percent, which was privileges.
class of 13 junior grade nurses
will have been discharged during considered relatively mild. The
But many government workers
the 12 months ending June 30.
Civil Service Act of 1883, passed who make $5,000 or more, she became seniors May 26. AnThe commission is striving to to eliminate the "spoils system," added, probably could get better other class scheduled to be
find new government jobs for at first protected only 12 per- salaries outside the government. graduated in October, has 13
them as openings occur, but per- cent, but Cleveland left another Few could look forward to a non- members, as has a third class to
sons with special skills cannot 8 percent.) In 1937, a typical civil service appointment paying be graduated in September, 1948.
be interchanged among all feder- peacetime year, the government much more than the top civil
• •*«*•«(••»*•.»•e e
al jobs. Chances are, says Flem- increased its numbr of employes service salary of $10,000.
by
4
percent
and
decreased
it
ming, no new government po"But I have known a great
N o w
at
sitions will be found for a large by 3.8 percent.
many of these people," she reproportion of them.
There never has been any marked, "who stay in the govWith Congress and the admin- guarantee of permanent employ- ernment because the satisfaction
istration racing to squeeze the ment. Heads of agencies can of public service means 60 much
t h e
n e w
federal payroll, the total has fire civil service employes as long more to them than being just a
been decreased from 3,700,000 on as they do it in the legal man- money grubber. The dignity and
V-J Day to an estimated 2,100,000 ner and have a good reason for prestige of government service
at the end of this June. Among it, such as a necessary reduction is a great compensation."
those being let out are 468,900 in force or inefficiency on the
Twin Dual
persons with temorary war ser- part of the worker. Between
Navy
Disposes
vice appointments. Of these po- July 1946 and March 1947 FlemE L E C T R I C SHAVER
sitions, 203,000 have been refilled ming says 20,200 government Of Bulk Of Surplus
4
smooth, round headi for faster
by employes with permanent civ- employes were discharged for
Pearl Harbor — (JP) — More
shaving . . . precision built for
cause.
il service status.
than 90 percent of the 2,500,000
closer shaving. A combination
guarantying the famous Packard
The Civil Service Commission
Promotions do not come auto- tons of surplus Navy material
can terminate temporary appoint- matically. If the employe's an- stock piles scattered throughout
ments, and it is using this au- nual efficiency rating is "good," the Pacific at the end of the war
Complete
with
thority vigorously to
induce however, he is entitled to a has been disposed of, the Navy
>1975
carrying case. A C government agencies to replace raise of one step within his grade. reports. The bulk of the reD C . One full year
warranty
. . . .
such employes wih permanent
Government employes' salar- mainder will be sold to China
N o EXCIM TAX
federal workers wherever pos- ies range from $1,000 a year to and Philippines.
siole. Yet it has been unable to $10,000. The average has been
avoid tens of thousands of job estimated at about $2,651. In
casualties.
July 1945 government employes
The government folk who are got their first pay raise in sevgetting the ax, or who see their enteen years—20 percent in the
old office-mates cut off. are do- lower salary levels. They got
one
in
July
1946
ing a lot of thinking about the another
amounting to about 14 percent
f
in most instances.

Dead Stock
WANTED

City taxes, including upkeep on cemetery lots, for the year 1947 become due
July 1, 1947.

A two percent discount will

be allowed on all 1947 taxes paid by July
20, 1947.

A ten percent penalty will be

added to all unpaid taxes after Nov. 1,
1947.
Save by paying early.
GARLAND QUISENBERRY,
Collector.

up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
W e pick up horses, cows and hogs.

A Civil Service Job

everyoi(
land wo
own
I and un-4

County

Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone No. 442-J

Princeton, Ky.

We pay all phone charges.
I

THE

Hopkinsville Fair
Incorporated

July 1 - 4 at Blue Lantern Farm
O N CADIZ ROAD O N E MILE
WEST OF HOPKINSVILLE

FOUR

BIG

HARNESS RACES . . . .

. . . .

DAYS
RUNNING' RACES

LIVESTOCK SHOWS EVERY DAY

A 40-hour week is standard
for nearly all government workers, with extra pay or time off
for overtime.
They get 26 days' leave each
year, but this isn't all vacation.
Any time they are tardy or
want time off for personal business or emergencies, the time is
deducted from annual leave.
They have in addition IVi days
a month sick leave.
When a government employe
is fired, he get3 no severance
pay. Not being covered by social
security, he gets no unemployment compensation. Although he
does not participate in the social
security pension system, he benefits from a government retirement plan, for which he contributes 5 percent of his salary.
The bovernment folk who are
secretary of Labor and now a
member of the Civil Service

"If he isn't wearing a Wing's shirt and Fortune shoes from HOWERTON'S . . . I'm not

Sxutl

sne

BOILING POINT

Pasteurized Milk Is

NOT
BOILED OR C O O K E D
In Pasteurization the Board of Health
re<fuires that milk be held at 143 degrees for 30 minutes to kill all harmful bacteria found in milk that is not
pasteurized.

PASTEURIZATION

160

160

143

143
138

TUBERCULOSIS
UNDULANT

TUESDAY NIGHT - BIGiRODEO

FEVER

GERMS KILLED

STREP THROAT-

133

GERMS KILLED

LARGE CARNIVAL . . . BAR-B-Q

plus tax

SCARLET FEVER -TONSILITIS

"TYPHOID - DYSENTRY
GERMS KILLED

130
98.6

DIPTHERIA
GERMS KILLED
BODY

TEMPERATURE.

tiply rapidly

Thermometer shows temperatures at
which fatal disease germs are killed
in pasteurization.

COLD DRINKS and SANDWICHES

PASTEURIZATION
GERMS KILLED

137
139

32

Germs

mul-

in unpasteurized milk.

-FREEZING

Box Seats for sale $15.00

DERBY

JULY

Pasteurized milk is not boiled or cooked. It is scientifically heated to a temperature of 143 degrees Fahrenheit, according to State Board of Health regulations, and kept at this temperature for 30 minutes. This destroys all harmful bacteria and does not affect the taste.

4

The illustrative thermometer chart (above) shows the pasteurizing temperature and the p a r t i c u l a r temperatures at which harmful and deadly germs are killed. Maintenance of this 143 deg r e e temperature is necessary to permanently obliterate the germs.

V.F.W. Special for visiting V.F.W. Posts
Free Stalls and Bedding Furnished

Open Thursday Afternoons

For information: Phone or write

J. T. Johnson, Treas.
I

V

I

PHONE 130

HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

INSIST ON THIS PROTECTION IN THE
MILK YOU FEEM YOUR FAMILY!

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
t

Chi»lv*ly _entm«

nnd frc

Mcmvttmi

How Pasteurized M i l k Safeguards
Your Family's Health

C O O K I N G COMMENCES -

My

an<

at home."

GERMS KILLED— 1 4 0

HORSE SHOW 3 NIGHTS

Admission —

Nc

Skin Level Shave

Call

jdin<
«from tM
Lt 2 H
I church *
| whit itj

mor
ice of
nitjr,
riy
litorlal
Uy,
lit d>«

Remington

The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick

ters I<
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«

Winstead Jewelers
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To The
ir Editor

1
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June 17, 1947

fceton Leader
Kentucky
[to call attention to a
may have escaped the
[it Urge number of the
Princeton and Cald[been living in Princetwenty-one months,
Ifor the first time durpcriod every church in
ihite and colored—has
[ minister and a very
program of Christian
caks well
of
our
[and should point toening the spiritual life
ople and thus make
Itter community,
kg to spot surveys
P time to time during
years by local minisch attendance has not
it should be for as
community as we all
Irs to be.
th every local church
Irork to increase its
jiool and worship serlance, with our local
|ness and social clubs
more aware of the imbf the churches in the
V, with the newspap|rly stressing this fact
ll and advertisement,
lly, feel that a new
^wning upon our city
ryone attend Sunday
worship at the church
choice! If such an
[un-Christian thing as

Only Half Of Approved
Vets Take G l Training
Only about one-third of the
World War II veterans in Kentucky who have applied for education or job-training benefits
provided by the government actually have entered into any type
of training program, the Veterans Administration reports.
Officials said 605,926 applications for education or job-training have been approved, while
48.5 percent, or 294,100 veterans,
have taken advantage of their
benefits.
Education
and
job-training
benefits are available to eligible
World War II veterans under
EIGHT-POUND CALF—Dusty, a week-old bull calf weighing
provisions of the G.I. Bill (Pubonly eight pounds, gets a drink of milk from bottle held by
lic Law 346) and the Vocational
Virginia Louise Hathaway on farm near New London, Wis. (June
Rehabilitation Act (Public Law
10). The calf's mother, a brown Swiss cow, is ignoring it, making
16).
bottle feeding necessary. (AP Photo)
Of Kentucky's 270,000 World
War II veterans,
95,769 have
"proselytism" (i.e. why don't you
made application and have been
Small
Flocks
In
quit your church and come over,
approved for training, while 38,down, or up to mine?) has exist- Green County Pay
147 have entered into training
ed among us in the past, I beGreen county poultry returns
courses.
lieve it is now a dying issue. reported by County Agent John
All of us know there are enough Ewing, Jr.: B. C. Judd of Don- V A Advises Vets O n
people in Princeton to fill to ansburg in two and a half
Armed Force Study
overflowing every church in the months sold eggs from 68 White
Any correspondence or selfcommunity, if we work together Rocks for $126.08. He fed 10
for the religious welfare of all sacks of laying mash and 12 teaching courses which veterans
people.
bushels of corn costing $57.90, may have taken while in the
My sincere prayer is that all which left a profit of $68.18, be- armed forces through the U. S.
who read this letter will make sides eggs used on the table. L. Armed Forces Institute or UniCorrespondof Lobb, in three versity Extension
their way next Sunday and every H. Lobb,
Sunday thereafter to the church months sold $116 worth of eggs ence Courses, or courses taken
of their choice and there wor- from 100 New Hampshire Reds, under the Army Education Proand used 30 dozen at home. The gram, do not reduce in any way
ship God in their own wayl
hens
consumed 1,500 pounds of the amount of education to which
Respectfully youcs,
mash costing $64, along with they may be entitled under the
J. Lester McGee
some home-grown
corn.
Mr. G.I. Bill.
Officials at the Veterans AdLobb estimated the eggs used
ministration
Branch Office in
at home paid for the corn, givColumbus (O.) said that such
ing him a profit of $52.
courses undoubtedly earned vetNatural rubber first entered erans definite credits which may
world commerce from wild trees be applied to any courses they
in the Amazon basin.
may take as veterans under the
G.I. Bill.

KK<U44iceme4ii!

C. A. Woodall

II have opened my office over the Caldwell
fry Times and will specialize in children.

Insurance Agency

>leuroclometer and X-Ray available.
[My office hours a r e from 9:00 to

Established
1907

12:00

" N o t For A

from 1:00 to 5:00 daily. Monday, Wednes-

For All T i m e . "

and Friday from 6 : 0 0 to 8:00.

W e Stay and Pay

\2>*. 14J. R. Jteototi,

"When you buy

insur-

ance from this Agency,

CHIROPRACTOR
295

Day, But

you are bringing secur-

1081/2 Main St.

ity home.

[Vi,

tteSON

D A V I D O. S E L Z N I C K ' S

TECHNICOLOR

z w w

i

KINGVIDOR

Advanced Price Showing

JULY 8 -9

The revolution of the Sicilians
in 1282 is called .the "Sicilian
Vespers" because it broke out at
the hour of vespers on Eaater
Sunday.

Principal occupations of Sicily
•re the raising of crapes, lemons,
oranges, olives, almonda and
wheat and macaroni manufacture.

}
I

When the first commercial telephone exchange was installed
at New Haven, Conn., in 1878,
the
standard
greeting
was
"ahoy," not "hello."

Joy's
(Hopkinsville)
N O W HAS FOR THE JUNE BRIDE MANY
BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS IN STERLING

NAMES AS:

WATSON
• WALLACE
• K I R K
J. O. Bisbee

i

'

J. C. Bisbee, manager, says
his troupe has brand new comedies, stirring dramas, peppy
vodvil, and good music by Bob
Fisher eight piece swing band.
Features this year are Boob
Brasfield, the South's funniest
comedian,
the famous Farren
twins, radio and recording stars;
Kitty and Cille, dance team, Neal
Suddard, unicycle rider and juggler, Audra Hardesty trick and
musical novelties, Billy Choate,
the boy with the Golden Voice,
Ralph Blackwell and his double
talk and Mahala,
the Master
Magician.
Mr. Bisbee announced the
opening play at 8 o'clock Monday night would be a delightful
comedy, "The Girl Next Door".
Doors at the theater open at 7,
on Brown's lot.

Limited Supply
of

TVA Triple - Superphosphate
AVAILABLE

Everybody reads The Leader!

Win. M. YOUNG

For Particulars Contact Your

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

AAA OFFICE

Fredonia, Ky.
At KEACH'S in Hopkinsville

A

It's

Simmons

AND IT'S THE MOST COMFORTABLE
NERSPRING MATTRESS Y O U
ON.

IN-

EVER SLEPT

A N D IT'S A L S O BEING OFFERED AT A

VERY SPECIAL PRICE FOR THE NEXT TEN
DAYS IF OUR S T O C K LASTS THAT L O N G .

FRANKLIN Box Spring
and MATTRESS C O M B I N A T I O N
Pre-Built Border - Durable
Ticking - Highly Tempered
Coil Springs expertly tied
and embedded in soft
fluffy felted cotton.

$

74

95

Regular
Price $89.95

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

ESTEE Mattress

29

weave.

A

real

bedding

Regular
Price $39.95

special.

Your kidneys sre constantly Altering
waste matter from the blood strssm. But
kidneys sometimes lag in their work—do
not act as Nsture intended—(all to rem o t e impurities that, 11 retained, may
lolson ths system and upset the whole
poieoi
• M machinery.
body
• • |
Symptoms may be nagging backache,
persistent has dacne. attacks of dlssinaee,
fatting up nights, swelling, pufllneas
under the eyee—a feeling ot nerrous
a m i e t y and loee of pep end strength.
Other signs oi kldasy or bladder disorder ars sometimes burning, scanty or
too frequent urination.
There should be no doubt thst prompt
treatment la wiser than neglect. Dee
Dose's Piflt. Oonn'a have been winning
new frleude for more than forty years.
They h s r s a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful people the
country over. Atk your neighbor I

95

$

CONSTRUCTION

Attractive ticking of heavy
a

Help T h e m Cleanse the Blood
o f H a r m f u l B o d y Waste

MONEL BARRYMORE * HERBERT MARSHALL * LILLIAN GISH
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SILVER FEATURING SUCH

Watch Your
Kidneys/

|FER JONES - GREGORY PECK - JOSEPH COTTEN
WITH A CAST OF 2500 *

The V Veterans Administration
now is operating its own canteen
service in each of the nine VA
hospitals in Ohio, Michigan and
Kentucky, it was announced today by Dale C. Cummings, Chief
of the Canteen Service for the
VA's tri-state Branch Office in
Columbus, Ohio.
VA operation of the canteens
was authorized last August by
Congress, which provided a $4,000,000 revolving fund to finance
the program. Until taken over
by V A the canteens were operated by private concessionaries
under contract with VA.
VA operation of the canteen
service
was consummated recently with opening of new canteens in the hospitals at Dearborn, Michigan
and Outwood,
Kentucky. Other V A hospitals
having canteens are those at Ft.
Custer,
Michigan;
Cleveland,
Dayton, Brecksville and Chillicothe, Ohio; and Lexington and
Louisville, Kentucky. VA also
will operate a canteen at Ft.
Thomas, Kentucky
when the
new medical rehabilitation center there is opened.
VA operates its canteens along
lines of the Army PXs and the
Navy Ship Stores. Veteran patients may purchase at reasonable prices tobacco products,
products, toilet articles, miscellaneous food items such as sandwiches and light meals sold at
snack bars, and the services provided by barber and beauty
shops, tailor shops
and soda
fountains.
Special orders and a personal
shopping service for items of
necessity are provided for bedridden patients.
Sales in hospitals are limited
to hospitalized veterans,
their
friends and relatives who visit
them, employes and members
stations. Sales to persons who
of their families who live at the
do not reside at the stations are
limited to items for consumption
or use on the premises.
Profits are kept at a minimum
and any that accrue are turned
over to the U. S. Treasury. VA's
canteen service does not compete with private small businesses in the communities where
VA hospitals are located. Congressional authorization restricts
sales and provide? for constant
supervision and inspection to
prevent abuses.

The
fun-loving
people
of
Princeton and Caldwell county
are In lor three days of high
class entertainment starting Monday- night when Bisbee's Comedians open in their big fire-proof
tent theater.
This makes the 20th season
Bisbee's troupe of 25 professionals has visited here and each
succeding time they have added
new laurels as entertainers.
They will feature clean, wholesome entertainment at every performance.

MULTI-COIL

PRODUCTION

WALTER HUSTON * CHARLES BICKFORD

V A Operates Canteen
Service In Hospitals

Bisbee Comedians
Coming June 23

mmmt

mm

90 Coil BED SPRING
Heavy angle iron base . .
Helical top . . comfortable
and durable.

DOANS P I L L S
• • i

$

12

95

Keach Furniture Co.
(INCORPORATED)

Formally

Sold $14.95

The Big Store — 9 Floors —

<"' v » 'J

t* J

KEACH'S has it!

Thundoy, Ju„,
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Fredonia News
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This Calls
F o r Action
Household furnishing costs
8 1 . 3 % since 1940.
T h i s

have increased

is a 4 . 3 % increase since April 25, 1947.

Clothing costs have increased 8 0 ; 6 % since
1940.

4 4 . 7 % of losses are underinsured.
This is a 5 %

J O H N

increase since April 25, 1947,

E.

Y O U N G

INSURANCE AGENCY
Phone 25

S. Harrison

week. Rev. Wigginton is attending General Assembly in Knoxville this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor, Bowling Green, spent the
weekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Quertermous returned to their home in
Lexington Sunday, after a week's
visit with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. M. Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Rogers
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Andy
Williams and daughter, Bonnie,
and Mrs. Rebecca Rogers and
daughter, Agnes, were in Evansville Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles M.
Bunce and the Rev. and Mrs.
C. W. Dilworth have been entertained by the following during
the week: Mrs. Florence Parr
and daughter, Dorothy; Mr. and
Mrs. W. M. Young; Mr. and Mrs.
Ivan H. Bennett;
Mrs. Cecil
Brasher; Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
Guess and Miss Nell Guess; Mr.
and Mrs. Kelly Landis; Mr. and
Mrs. Byrd M. Guess; Miss Imogene Wigginton and Seth Wigginton; Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman; Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker; Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Rodgers
and Mrs. Rebecca Rodgers; and
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Landis.
Mr. Ervin Yandell, Sikeston,
Mo., and son, Cpl. Thomas Yandell, Randolph Field, Tex., were
guests of his brother, Veldin
Yandell, and Mrs. Yandell last
week.
Mrs. Charles Young, Evansville, spent the weekend with
her sister, Mrs. Veldin Yandell,
Your Legume Crop Is The
Key To Profitable Farming!

HOSPHAT
Feed your legume crop and it
will feed the rest of the crops
in your rotation! That's the
key to building up your soil,
increasing yields and increasing the VALUE of your farm
at small cost! Thousands of
farmers have proved that this
is the system to use for profitable farming and permanent
soil fertility! Lime acid soil,
and spread Four Leaf Powdered Rock Phosphate NOW
on clover and alfalfa fields,
and on fields you'll seed to
clover or alfalfa.
Thomson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago 5, Illinois

Builds Up The Soil
How an Adair county farmer
is building up his soil is told by
County Agent R. B. Rankin:
"L. S. Guthrie recently had us
test his soil to determine needs
for lime and phosphate. As soon
as the hay crop is cut he plans
tQ spread high-grade ground
limestone at the rate of three
tons to the acre. Phosphate fertilizer will be added as it becomes available. Mr. Guthrie has
a fine field of wheat which was
top-dressed with ammonium nitrate in early spring and which
promises high yield. A heavy
growth of vetch turned under
for tobacco left the soil in good
working condition."

Helena, Mont. — (JP) — The
Montana Fish and Game Department again is "salt bombing7*
elk herds in several mountainous
areas.
The department is satisfied
that dropping of salt blocks from
planes into the almost inaccessible high country serves to
keep the herds in the higher
altitudes through the summer
months, saving the lower ranges
for winter feeding when heavy
snows force the animals down.
and Mr. Yandell
Mr. W. F. Young was the dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. John
Ed Young in Princeton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wilson,
Princeton, were Sunday guests
of his father, J. A. Wilson.
Billy Wilson, Princeton, spent,
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Elbert Beck.
Rev. C. W. Dilworth was in
Madisonville Presbyterian church
pulpit Sunday for installation
services. Rev. Dilworth delivered the message.
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Schondelmeyer, Rev. and Mrs. David
Schulherr, Princeton, and Rev.
and Mrs. Charles Bunce, Paducah, were dinner guests of Rev.
and Mrs. C. W. Dilworth, Monday night.
"New Life in Christ" Preaching Mission, is in progress at
the First Presbyterian church,
with the Rev. Charles M. Bunce,
pastor 6f the Kentucky Avenue
Presbyterian church, Paducah, as
guest speaker. Rev. Bunce -is delivering some inspiring messages. Rev. Charles W. Dilworth
has charge of services.

THEY'RE R E A L
BARGAINS, LADDIE

our new Corettes! Styled for your heighll
i
Oesigned for sleek fill Choose yours in
each with bias-cut top, straight cut skirt.

See them today . . . In white, tearose
or black Bur-Mil* rayon crepe . . .
and wonder how In this world
w e could price them ao low.

FOR THE FAMILY!

SAL

Kt*pMt6nw!*t ft
Atr0*[httr"

—

\

jon

Kttp 6e*d KEN-O-SAl
h My Wtttr!

(rewlnfl chickens
—!toep up the iwo-tobl* <»•»« el Or.
Salskwy't SIN-O-SAL In (Mr drfnkteg

Only $2.00 — All Sanforized*, Colorfatf,
Short and long sleeves in Solids, C h e c k s and
Patterns. Sizes 14-17.

Wood Drug Store

ion* 611

Princeton,

10 Yfar Cu.ir.inlpf.l
MOTHPROOriNG

Look what you get — Suits reduced to almost half price for quick sale — matching
sets on two tone. Sizes 8-18.
Women's Blouses

. 98£-$3.98

Women's Slacks

$3.98-$5.90

Boys' Cotton Wash Slacks .

..... $2.50

Men's Rayon Slacks

: $5.90

GUARANTEED

Men's Kahki Shirts

PROTECTION

Men's Shorts, Shirts, Briefs

^MOTH

Bodenhamer

Men's Assorted Slack Socks
Women's Jeans
* Shrinkage will not exceed 1%

Phone 111

BISBEE'S
C O M E D I ANS
Princeton - - Om Week

S t a r t i n g M o n d a y , June 23

one of three new heit)-hugging lengths . . .

tha careful workmanship that means long wear,

iflered.

LIKE OUR PRICES ON

^Shff

**

In their Big Water-Proof, Fire-Proof Tent Theater

TIRES, BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
You, too, will like our prices — and out
products.
They're the famous A T L A S
lina of Tires, Bittertes and Accessories,
•o popular from Coast to Coast. See ua—
for savings and service!

-

Located on Brown Lot

2 5 - People - 25
Presenting . . . .

P
Ui

T h e t i n with the
wider, flatter
t r e a d that g i v e s
roo long, lafe,
trouble - free
driving.

ATLAS

Ke.p dirt end
other
foreign
elements out of

efficiency la
filtering.

it .j.-

f j E
1

— OPENING PLAY

—

"THE GIRL NEXT D O O R " a rip-roaring comedy

CMAMHON

i

SPARK-PLUGS
W e carry a c o m p l e t e
line o f f a m o u s Cham*
pion S p a r k P l i i g i .
Also equipped to d o
a thorough, quick
p l u g cleaning j o b .

'

Three and Four Act Comedy Plays
Five Big Novelty Vodvil Acts Nightly
Bob Fisher's 8-Piece Swing Band
BOOB BRASFIELD, South's Funniest Comedian
Mahala, The Master Magician

ATLAS
Powerful, ruMed, dependa b l e Batteries that you
can depend on (or a quick
getaway in any kind of
weather.

(Corner Market and Jefferson Sts.)

Admission: Adults 50$

Children 25£

Reserved Seats 20£
All Tax Included
Doors Open 7:00

H

letter bet!
•iage and
Jie j o b a l
tnd, and
|or it with
So many *

Salt Of The Earth
Falls From The Sky

Short? Regular? Toll? Come $ee

You'll like the dainty bowknot trim . . .
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land, are

BUDGET-STRETCHERS
S A L S 3 U R Y
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Men Know How To Enjoy Life
More Than Women, Says Prexy
By Adelaide Kerr
man has tome place he Is dyir
By Adelaide

(AP

ivinA
Wetn
(tiling
, rd don't
»

to k*.

[OR Y O U h ^ I
V L N

Am*.

«

lirts
Colorfart.
C h e c k s and

Nsws»«»tur«

mdering w*>y men seem to
more fun oiH of life than
women often
en f Or why
to get les3 satisfaction out
^eir work than men?
A lot of people have bogged
But
wn on those questions.
I Hsrry Moore, president of
,ore College, S a r a t o g a
jsf, Y., has some interanswers. Says six-foot
Lgnifd Dr- Moore, who taught
Dartmouth

College

luced to alpatching

98{£-$3.98
^3.98-$5.90
$2.50

33*
..' 490-69*

the

college 22 y e a r s a * o :
Men and women come at the
of living in completely
fferent ways and men come
better. In the first place
are going to
ren know they
L)e to earn their own living, so
Ithev try to choose a held of
livelihood which they like and
Ijor which they have aptitude.
Most women, on the other
.nH are likely to take what's
Iciftred. Hundreds of thousands
•teeter between the idea of mar|,lage and a career. They regard
L e job as a temporary expedl|end, and they don't get ready
Ijjf'it with the care that men do.
ISomany fail to get the satisfacItjoo from their work that millions of men do, and if they
Ijiil to marry they are doubly
| unhappy.
"Jn the second place, as soon
las the day's work is finished, a
o t

_ dying
to go and he goes there. To the
club rooms, the stamp albums,
the chess table, the photographic
dark room, the golf links—or in
music perhaps—he finds an emotional outlet that releases him
from strain and makes him forget his worries for a while. More
women need more outlets like
this."
President Moore practices his
theory as well as preaches it.
After a hard day'a work he relaxes at the piano with Chopin,
Beethoven and Brahms. His wife,
the former concert singer, Marie
Blain, likes to do the same thing,
so they have two pianos.
Althugh the college president
thinks that women do not run
their private lives as well as men
and get much le»s satisfaction
out of them, he believes they are
much better citizens than men—
both as students and as adults.
T h e trucks that will bring true pottwar design t o the rugged and durable than ever before. First units were
"But women would be much
highways o f America, Chevrolet's new " a d v a n c e - d e s i g n " built in Chevrolet's Janesville ( W i s . ) assembly plant,
happier in their private lives," line o f commercial vehicles, will be introduced t o the and were appropriately hailed. Here the " Q u e e n o f
he says, "if, when they are trucking industry June 28 b y Chevrolet dealers across the America's D a i r y l a n d , " Miss B e t t y Gene Gardner, Ridgeyoung, they prepared for both country. Incorporating a variety o f new features that way, Wis., christens the new vehicle as G o v . Oscar
assure greater operating efficiency, load-carrying ability R e n n e b o h m , Wisconsin's chief executive (right), and
home and a job they like and and highway safety, the new trucks are said to be more R . W . Podlesak, Janesville plant manager, look on.
let the chips fall where they,
may. Besides this I think they
county, who received a $25 savshould choose some hobby.
Trip For Winner Of
ings bond. Medals will be award"What kind of hobby? Well,
4-H Safety Program
ed five top club members in each
once I made an extensive survey
The Kentucky state winner in participating county, and the
of conversations in which only
this year's farm safety program county doing the best work will
men took part and those in
will receive an all-expense trip receive a plaque.
Here's good news for 4-H Club
which only women took part. In
to the National 4-H Club Conthe all-men conversations the fav- members in Kentucky.
gress in Chicago, it is announced
Negro homemakers clubs in
An all-expense trip to the Na- at the UK College of Agriculorite topic was business deals
Congress in ture and Home Economics. Last Christian and Todd counties had
and the profit that resulted. tional 4-H Club
an exhibit of hooked rugs in
Chicago is now provided for the year's Kentucky
winner
was
Hopkinsville and Pembroke durstate winner in the 1947 4-H
of Taylor ing home demonstration week.
Farm Safety Program. Formerly Samuel E. Pepper
The railways of Great Britain
only sectional winners received influencing a steadily increasing
trip awards. There will be no number of rural people in be- own 52,000 miles of railroad
tracks, 585,440 freight cars, 1,640
sectional recognition this year. coming safety minded.
The program is conducted un- miles of navigable canals, 155,This change increases the possible number of Chicago trip der direction of the Agricultural 000 trucks, and 53,000 motor
buses.
winners in 4-H safety from 16 College Extension Service.
to 46.
Last year's State winner in
Kentucky was Samuel E. Pepper, of Bengal, who received a
$25 U. S. Savings Bond.
Medals, of honor for a maximum of five members in each
participating county, and a special plaque also provided by
General Motors to the county
reporting the most outstanding
4-H safety program in the State
this year, will be awarded as in
the past.
In 1946, county winners were
named in Bath, Boyd, Bracken,
Casey, Fayette, Grayson, Henry,
Lewis, Pulaski, Simpson, Ohio
and Perry.
This is the fifth consecutive
year of the activity, which is
ON A L L POPULAR SIZES OF T H E T I R E T H A T

Announce New Ky.
4-H Safety Awards

G
The
recap treads
we put on tires give
^
new tire mileage—but
cost less than Vi as much.

$5.90 |

$2.00

and

jmversity of Minnesota before
iming head of a woman's

tits

l.cc

"Advance-Design" Chevrolet Trucks Make Bow

1

Writer)

Crider Tire & Recapping Co.
N. Harrison St.

Phone 5 5 9

$2.29

In the all-women conversations
the first topic was men and the
second was anything based on
decoration—generally of the person or the house. So I think that
the hobbies women would enjoy
most would be based on mixed
society or decoration—say dancing, the theater, drawing, painting, sculpture, pottery or woodwork.
"Sports? No. I'm convinced
sports are not a major interest
with most women. I've tried for
25 yfears to interest my wife in
baseball and got nowhere, though
she's a very intelligent woman.
To this day she even does things
like this. She thinks Greenberg'e
playing with the Pirates." (Women please note: Greenberg DOES
play with the Pirates.)

S

OUTWEARS PREWAR TIRES
How many things we buy today cost less
than before the war? Tires do! Not just
ordinary tires, but the best made — B. F.
Goodrich Silvertowns. A11 popular sizes of
the tire that outwears prewar tires are now
less than prewar prices.
LtSS

A

LIBERAL

TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE
r o t YOUR OLD TIRI

Former Pries
Prawar Prlc«

NOW

14

ONLY

16.10
14.7S

40

6.00-16
•PLUS TAX

1.50-17—14.20*/ »50-lfc-17.45*,
7.00-15—19.35*

I S O DOWN

1 "

PUTS A NIW 6.00-16
SILVIRTOWN ON YOUR CAR

Robinson Implement Co.

Phone 127-J

Hopkinsville Rd.

T I N G

W A U S

. ceiii"Gs

Ready l ° r

Use

Made with OIL

-

New

COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
111 W. Market S t

,

0

ONE GALLON
THE AVERAGE

A c
pIR

J.4D

PAINTS
ROOM

McGough Paint and Wallpaper Store
" T h e Complete Paint Store"
Princeton.
• I Al A K f«S

W.
OF

PAINT

P h o n e 762

Ct. Sq.

PRODUCTS

FOR

EVERY

NEED

. foy sijutj

M I G H T / MAM

NO CTHSR. CEREAL-HOT 0R> COLO"
GIVES MOWS EHER,GY.' AND WHAT
<5-K-ANI> FLAVOR/ BE SURE YOU
GET 7WE ORjGtttAL K£LU>GG'S
COW FLAKES (N THE WHITE,
RED, AW£> GREEN PACKAGE /
RECULM OR FAMILY SUE. THE ORICMAI.
RAS THIS SIGNATURE J F Y F O G P ,
CO.T.I. M T 1.4, Ml KILLO*. CO.

A warning isseud at the University, of Kentucky Experiment
Station says that sprayers used
to put 2, 4-D materials on weeds
may not be safe to put fermate
or other materials on tobacco
plants or other crops. The reason is that it is hard to clean
sprayers of the 2,4-D materials.
The Experiment Station has
received several batches of tobacco plants which showed definite injury from 2,4-D. Sprayers that had been used to kill
weeds had been used to put fermate on plant beds. Farmers
said they had tried to clean the
sprayers.
'
There are at least two kinds
of 2,4-D materials used to kill
weeds.
One contains salts of
2,4-D, and sprayers in which it
is used can be cleaned. Another
kind contains esters of 2,4-D, and
where this is used it is difficult
to clean sprayers.
The safest rule to follow, say
plant pathologists at the Experiment Station, is to have a sprayer exclusively for 2,4-D.

NEW WALLPAPERS
DESIGNED

FOR

BETTER

• "PERSONALIZED"
• WASHABLE...
•

LIVING

PATTERNS
FADEPROOF

STYLE-TESTED

• WIDE

SELECTION

• COMPLETE

PRICE

RANGE

M C GOUGH PAINT
& WALLPAPER STORE
" T h e Complete Paint Store"

Mercer county farmers grew
from 1,200 to 1,500 acres of vetch
and crimson clover this spring.

r

Princeton

OUR DimES

W. A. JOHNSTON, IWIMI

Overlap—Fine,

Phone SI

S M A L L FRy

The dimes Illinois Central paid out—partly to
give youngsters a richer future—were three times
as much as it had left over to invest in its own
future. After payment of taxes and all expenses,
only
out qf every dollar remained for Illinois
Central owners. All of this, and more, was invested in new equipment and other things in
order that this railroad may continue to torn your
patronage and friendship.

B e t t e r

PATTERSON-SARGENT

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent

Our dimes helped many of them through school.
One dime (actually 10HQ from every dollar
Illinois Central took in last year went to pay taxes
•—taxes for schools, taxes for roads, taxes for
worker benefits, taxes for Uncle Sam.

the r o o m ton y

Durdy's

per year.

But stack it with millions of other dimes. Use
them to buy books, build schools and pay teachers. Then watch the results at graduating exercises. You'll see Mid-America's boys and girls'
getting the world's best start in life.

$2.49

Checked Percale. Assorted colors.

I can write the coverage suggested for $ 1 0 . 0 0

Maybe a dime doesn't seem like much of a contribution to your youngster's future.

QUICK

Breasted Coat Dress. W i d e

Read the article in June Reader's Digest.

THE O N E C O A T
FLAT W A L L P A I N T

E a s y

Style No. 6 3 0 — S i z e s 14-42. 10 Button Double

Hard To Clean
2, 4-D Sprayers

When Will You Be Sued?

A/n* o Aefter
sfarf /// A'/e

FOR
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Lexington — William P. King,
Louisville, executive secretary of
the Kentucky Education Association, was named "Outstanding
Citizen of the Year" by the University of Kentucky at 80th annual commencement exercises
Friday night.
In addition,
the University
selected Miss Sara Lee Trabue,
Hopkinsville, and Frank Selby
Hurst, Lexington, as the outstanding woman and man in the
1947 graduating class.
In recognition of the honor,
the three were presented with
the annual Algernon Sydney
Sullivan medallion awards. Since
1927, the University has made
selections of an outstanding citizen and two members of the
graduation class for the award
of Sullivan medallions. Similar
awards are bestowed in 15 southern states under the auspices of
the New York Southern Society
and in memory of Algernon Sydney Sullivan,
a distinguished
lawyer and public-spirited citizen during the period following
the Civil War.
Mr. King was recognized for
the 1947 Sullivan citizen award
on the basis of his outstanding
service to education in Kentucky
and the United States. He is a
native of Mason county and received his education at Georgetown College, Miami University
and Cincinnati School of Law.
During his early career, he
was a teacher
in the public
schools
of Mason county and
principal in the fcity schools at
Maysville. He later became superintendent of schools at Bellvue, and still later at Newport.
From 1925-1929, King was president of Carr-Burdette College at
Sherman, Texas. He has been
executive secretary of the K.E.A.
and editor of the
"Kentucky
School Journal" since 1933.

FIRST IN R U B B E R

N

,

U.K. Names King
Citizen Of Year

I

In 1032 an American firm
The U. S. Army contracted for
marketed the first commercially about 431 million pounds of desuccessful substitute for natur- hydrated foods in the course of
World War II.
al rubber.

B.F.Goodrich

23

8:00
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ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAILNOAD

W. Court Sq.

Phone 762
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17 Are Baptized
AsReviya Ends
At First Baptist

The
Owensboro
Messenger,
largest newspaper published in
the Second Congressional District, where Earle C. Clements
The revival at the First Bap- lives, published strong endorsetist Church closed Friday night, ment of Harry Lee Waterfield's
June the 13, when Rev. W. K. platform, as enunciated at Mur
Wood preached the last sermon. ray last Saturday, in its issue
On the last night of the meet- for Tuesday, June 17.
The Messenger's editor, Lawing, after the invitation had been
extended, the Rev. Mr. Wood rence W. Hager, is one of the
expressed his appreciation to the State's most influential DemoRev. H. G. M. Hatler, pastor of crats and, while he says at the
the church, for the work he had outside of his editorial that it
done in making the services pos- is "not a declaration of support
of the candidacy of Mr.,Watersible.
In appreciation of the work of field," what he has written of
their pastor during the meeting, the First district man's program,
the church placed a special of- will probably claim the serious
fering on the table at the front consideration of many Kentucof the church for him, amount- kians.
The editorial follows:
ing to $105.83.
Seventeen were baptized Sun- Waterfield Offers
day night: Oscar Mitchell, John Forward-Looking Program
This editorial is not a declaraMitchell,
Margaret
McCaSlm,
Charles Adams,
Jerry P"Pool, tion of support, real or implied,
Martha Sue Hodge, Billy Seott, of the candidacy of Harry Lee
Billy Hammonds, Billy Creek- Waterfield for the Democratic
mur, Charles Ray Farmer, Ruth gubernatorial nomination. The
Flynn, Anna George Lane, Mary Messenger and Inquirer thus far
Grace George, Ed McKinney, have committed themselves to
Mary Lou George, Wanda Scott neither Mr. Waterfield nor his
and George Creekmur.
Many opponent, Second District Conothers made profession of faith gressman Earle C. Clements, and
we have no intention of abandonbut did not join the church.
The following persons joined ing neutrality in the immediate
the church by letter from var- future, although we reserve our
ious churches in Kentucky and democratic prerogative of supother states:
Myrtle Mitchell, porting either if we feel so imHelen Ethridge, Mrs. Henry S. pelled.
Rodgers, Nancy Glenn, Mrs. Ed
Nevertheless, we are in accord
McKinney, Katherine Fancher, with the measures Mr. WaterClint Boaz and Mrs. Kittie Shin- field proposed in his opening
all.
address at Murray Saturday. His
Music was under direction of is a forward-looking program,
the Rev. Carl M. Overton, edu- one to which everyone who has
cation and music director of the the interest of Kentucky at heart
First Baptist Church.
can wholly subscribe.
Sunday night, when Mr. Wood
We are glad that Mr. Waterspoke on "Old Fashioned Fire- field appreciates the fact that
side Religion", 125 persons made the state must participate along
r^dgn- to establish family altars with local communities and the
homes.
federal government in airport
Grewing out of the meeting construction. Without participawas the establishment of a reg-| tion on the part of the commonular ^Saturday afternoon street wealth, few localities will be
service, sponsored by the First able to avail themselves of U. S.
Baptist Church.
aid und6r the seven year airportdevelopment program
which
In times of famine, the an- calls for expenditure of $6,000,000 in Kentucky.
cient Hebrews ate the locust.

We -were favorably impressed
with his proposal for a substantial irK-rease ' in the commonschool fund which should go a
long way toward lifting Kentucky's l a g g i n g
educational
standards. And we are heartily
in accord with his plan to greatly augment the rural road fund.
Moreover, although Mr W>rterfield's official record hut been
one of consistent friendship for
T.V.A. and the R.E.A., we welcomed his pledge to further the
expansion of these programs and
his solemn promise that, if elected, he will prevent the passage
of "the Moss bill in 1948."

We also find ourselves in accord with his views on public
health; the liberalization of benefits under the Workmen's Compensation act; the needed improvement in safety laws to reduce occupational hazards; conservation; alcohol control; taxation, and veterans affairs. We
are interested too in his plan
for restoration of "an equitable
portion of revenue contributed
by" cities "to the state treasury."
These newspapers have advocated many of the measures proposed by Mr. Waterfield. We
have appealed for better safety
laws, particularly in the coal
mining industry; increased state
school funds; state participation
in the CAA airport
program
and more state funds for rural
roads. Moreover, when the Moss
bill was proposed at the 1946
session of the Kentucky legislature we studied it carefully and
concluded that it would impede
TV A and REA and discourage
municipal ownership of electric
light plants and distribution systems. And nothing has happened
since to cause us to abandon that
conclusion.
In our opinion,
Mr. Waterfield's platform, in toto, is an
excellent blueprint for state progress. We shall await with interest
Mr. Clements' program
which will be disclosed at his
formal opening at Glasgow on
Saturday, June 28.
(Owensboro Messenger, Tuesday, June 17)

Mohon Is Replaced At
Own Request After
17 Years Here

Hyla Mohon, for 39 years and
10 months with the Southern
Bell Telephone Co., was replaced
as group manager here effective June 1, at his own request,
C. A. Sawyer, district manager,
Padv^cah, announced this week.
Mr. Mohon is due for retirement September 1. He served the
company here the last 17 years,
coming to Princeton from Madisonville.
R. C. Tuck is Princeton's new
telephone manager, he and his
wife coming here from Paducah,
where he has been district rural
representative for the company.
Prior to this he served as manager at Middlesboro, Mt. Sterling,
Pikeville and other cities in Kentucky, and has been with the
company 28 years.
They are
members
of the Christian
Church.
Mr. Sawyer, while visiting
here last weekend, said his company hopes to be able to install
dial
system
exchange in
Princeton in the not distant future. He said he would put the
proposition before Kiwanis, Rotary and other business groups
in the near future.
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These figures show the value of a single industry-one
of Kentucky's largest—to
our Commonwealth.
They add further proof that our public officials should
protect and encourage the growth of tax-paying, job-providing,
businessmanaged industries, because such industries spell prosperity for
Kentucky.
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We have paid $1,341,720 in employee retirement
funds and insurance. These are v o l u n t a r y
contributions to employee welfare.

«)Q,

CHOICE CENTER

YOUR MONEY

get twice as much

We have paid $14,216,021 to our stockholders. Of
this, $11,253,882 was paid to our preferred
stockholders, 5,731 of whom live in Kentucky.

Peroxide, 4 oz. bottle
90
Hinds Etiquet Deodorant
jar, 390 plus tax
Drene Shampoo, 600 size
490
Mum, Deodorant, 100 plus tax
Griffin White Shoe Polish
Small bottle
100

Red Front Stores
MORE

THE LAST 12 Y E A R S WE HAVE PAID

I j f

END ROAST
lb. j j f
CHOPS
lb. j V f
SLICE BACON
1 lb. layers, lb. 570
Hickory Smoked Country, Ham in all Red Front Stores.
listen

1

.

If lnteretwj

We have spent $15,986,095 for new construction in
Kentucky, not including the payroll.
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We have purchased 2,979,320 tons of Kentucky coal. These
59,587 carloads of coal insured a year's work for 2,383
miners, and thousands of man-days of employment for
railroad workers.

Jf

J/f

KY. WONDER

lb.

to

contact S. D. Broadbent, ], 1
Address, Cobb, Ky. Telephail
Cerulean 2721.

We have paid $25,294,322 in salaries and wages
to our employees. Most of this they spent locally*
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Domino Aspirin, 100 tablets
Syrup of Pepsin, Ig. bottle
Halo Shampoo, bottle
Kreml Shampoo, Ig. bottle
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Christine Wood Graham
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Saturday afte, , Vl . vl l(, h(
ent.s, M, and M,- c M I » 1
Hopkinsville Street M r
c N
is a student in the u n i £ V _
Law School M
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member of the Ami. c«n A I
elation
of University »
I
and during he, V M S U in
ton, was notified of her el/
as president of Thet* c o n
tion and also of bejng (h
Kappa Alpha Theta Pan HtU
representative.
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10-12 years ago
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FEDERAL TAXES: $11,412,090.85-CITY.COUNTY.SCHOOLS: $6,607,143.87-STATE. $2,437,857.8®
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DEL MONTE

PRUNES

.

19

you got only

Vi gals. 890
3 doz. 100
doz. 230
10 lbs. 940

\

SWANSDOWN

f l M

quarts, 690

June

your money as

Canning Supplies
pints, 590

Louisville, Kentucky. Accepted
USED SCREEN DOORS and
applications will be contacted
window screens for sale.
2
for personal interview by our
doors 38"x81";
14 window
Branch Sales Manager.
ltc
Four From' Here Cross
acreens 28"x82"i 5 window
screens 28"x29"; 2 window BARGAIN on Kitchen cabinet,
Hot Sands At Bowling
screens 24"x*9";
1 window
bedstead and springs, high
Green
screen 21"x24". A real bargain.
grade piano, call 184. «05 N.
Forty-two Princeton Shriners
See Albert Brandon at Youngs
Jefferson St.
ltP
attended the annual ceremonial
Lumber Yard.
2tp
at Western State Teachers ColPIANOS: New Spinet* $499.00
lege, Bowling Green, Thursday, Certified Hybrid Corn $8 per bu.
with bench. Used, Kiipball —
June 12, at which four local men
(white). Discount on five or
Jesse
French — Chlckring,
Were received into the Shrine
more bushels. Mitchell Implemany others. Harry Edwards,
among
128
candidates from
ment Co. Phone 242.
• tfc
808 So. 5th St., Paducah, Ky.
Western Kentucky towns.
Phone
4431.
The following attended from RELIABLE MAN with car wanted
to
call
on
farmers
in
Caldhere: Mr. and Mrs* W. L. Varble,
QUIT LOOKING FOR WORK—
well county. Wonderful oppor}he
Rev.
and Mrs.
Archie
Establish yourself in a profittunity.
$15
to
$20
in
a
day.
No
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
able Rawleigh Business in City
experience or capital required.
Towery,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
of Princeton and Christian
Permanent. Write today. McM. Oliver, Mrs. E. B. Vinson,
county. Be your own boss. No
NESS COMPANY,
Dept. A,
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Boitnott,
experience or capital necesFreeport, 111.
2tp
Mark Cunningham, Mrs. Ethel
sary. Write immediately. RawSmiley, Grayson Harralson, Saul
leigh's,
Dept. KYF 215-236,
COW STRAYED or stolen —
Pogrotsky, Roy Rowland, R. S.
Freeport,
111.
ltp
partly
white-faced;
br indie.
McGehee, Mr. and Mrs. F. M.
Around 7 years old. Notify
Franklin, H. C. P'Poole, Dr. C.
MONUMENTS: John Davis and
Reece Taylor. Phone 633. ltc
F. Engelhardt,
Mr. and Mrs.
Son. Phone 9«.
tfc
Howard McConnell, Tom Sim- AUTOMOBILE painting, fender
AUTOMOBILE repairing, weldmons, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams,
repairing. Spurlock and Corring of all kinds. Spurlock and
Mr. . and Mrs. Roy McDowell,
ley, Harrison and Locust Sts.
Corrley,
Harrison and Locust
Frank Gordon, Dr. W. D. Ramage
ltc
Sts.
ltc
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
IS
EXPANDING! EXPERT watch repairing, sevenHughes, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bram- REALSILK
We have openings for men or
lett, Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Allen,
day service, crystals fitted
women working full or part
Dr. and Mrs. R. W. Blazier, Wm.
while-U-wait — Winstead Jewtime in and around Princeton.
Young, A. M. Jones and others.
lers.
tfc
Car unnecessary. Good referThose initiated were: Eddie
ence required. Can earn up to WANTED — Saleslady with sales
Wood, James Mashburn, E. B.
experience and executive abil$60.00 per week to start. Write
Vinson, Jr., and the Rev. Archie
ity to manage department in
Realsilk, 406-7 Republic Bldg.,
Smith.
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Now Is The Time To Stock Up On

MASON JARS,
JAR RUBBERS
ZINC JAR CAPS
SUGAR

Oassified Ails

R. C. Tuck Is New P'ton Shriners
S. Bell Manager At Ceremonial

Owensboro Messenger
Commends Platiorm Of
Horry Lee Woterfield

125 Persons Pledge To
Establish F a n %
Altars; Hatler Receives Gift

,
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